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FOOD AS PLACE: 

Dreaming Sunflowers 

BIOREGIONAL AGRICULTURE 



EDITORIAL 
BY JOSHUA WJISON 

"Of the 4,000 or so edible plant species that have fed human societies at one time or another, only about 150 are widely cultivated now and just three provide 60 
percent of the world's food. Tbe others, the largest part of a hungry world's storehouse of potential crops, are in danger of becoming extinct. Demand for food is ris
ing quickly, little new land is available for cultivation, and today's most common crops have been pushed to their maximum yields. Tbe UN. Food and Agriculture 
Organization estimates that about 700 million people around the world are now undernourished. Of these, 15 million will die this year as a result of diseases 
brought about by malnutrition or outright starvation. Still, the forecast is that global population will increase 70 percent by the year 2025. " 

I 
n the mid-1980s, after a summer vacation spent 
reading too many apocalyptic science-fiction novels 
and pop-science Discover magazines, it occurred to 

me that it would be necessary, in the future , to live no 
more than 50 miles from where one's food was grown. 
Any further from the well would be extremely poor 
planning. 

There are many issues around d1e world mat grow in
creasingly urgent. Population growth, aggressive resource 
consumption and the consequent degradation of planetary 
ecolob,y, for example, are among me most fundamental and 
destructive ills of modern global civilization. These issues 
will achieve some sort of resolution, merely because of d1eir 
scale and increasing momentum. It seems extremely urgent 
mat d1is resolution is agreeable to d1e human condition, and 
not as much of a tragedy as it could be. 

Industrial agriculture is, unfortunately, a destructive 
expression of our growth-oriented economy. This is ap
propriately ironic, because large-scale agribusiness is os
tensibly altruistic. The "Green Revolution" of the 1950s 
and 60s was idealized as humane, efficient, productive, 
chemically supplemented, mechanically assisted and ge
netically engineered-me means by which technological 
civilization would eliminate famine. 

As recent adventures in East Africa demonstrate, 
this ideal is very distant from reality . In Ethiopia, 
Somalia and the Sudan, a specific formula is at work: a 
crisis in food production is exacerbated by political in
stability, and a fabulous blight is released onto a popu
lation. Death by starvation is a slow, grisly way to go. I 
didn 't know that human beings could he so thin and 

still be alive. The question is, will we see this pattern 
repeat itself in the future? 

While large-scale agribusiness has been successful in 
feeding large populations, especially those of "devel
oped" nations, there are very important questions regard
ing its sustainability. Huge, genetically uniform crops can 
be destroyed by a single virulent fungus or insect pest 
that has adapted to pesticide applications. Water-inten
sive crops produced in inappropriate desert regions are 
painfully vulnerable to drought conditions, especially 
when increasing human populations further deplete 
water resources. And a highly consumptive, export-driv
en economy can use up a natural resource base faster 
than the local ecosystem can regenerate itself. Symptoms 
of an unhealmy agriculture are wasted topsoil, chemical 
fertilizer runoff that pollutes watersheds, and pesticide 
buildup in local ecosystems. This can create real prob
lems for regional cultures. 

So it turns out that 50 miles from plough to plate 
might not be such a goofy idea after all. Some bioregion
alist minking might even assert that 50 miles is itself a bit 
far, and that human culture needs a much more intimate 
connection wim what we eat and where it comes from. 
Why? So as to understand more clearly our relationship 
with, and dependence upon, the health of local and 
planetary ecology. In other words, you might want to 
look no further than your backyard for food . 

A bioregional agriculture is by definition localized, 
and designed to make the most efficient, productive, sus
tainable use of the regional resource base. In a biore
gional agriculture, the limits of the local ecosystem are 

-from the San Francisco Chronicle, 20 Oct., 1993. 

not confining, but rather the parameters in which you 
build an appropriate, abundant, healmy food production 
system. Buzzwords include crop diversity, organ ic 
farming methods, native seeds, seasonality, perma
nence w ithin a place, technical know-how, observ
ing and planning, and local self-reliance. 

There are many angles to consider. Agriculture is 
not merely growing food, but a way of life associated 
with food production and consumption. This issue of 
Raise the Stakes presents many chewy discourses on the 
nature of a bioregional agriculture, as well as resources 
for readers to pursue the subject further-as an academic 
interest, or by doing their own digging in the soil. 

As this issue goes to press, certain Western countries 
are gearing up for a Feast of Thanks. It is an archetypal 
human ritual found in one form or another all around the 
world, and mroughout history. Ideally, mis is a celebration 
of abundance, and also a sober recognition of d1e poten
tial for scarcity. 

Unfortunately, mis holiday has in some respects be
come part of a season of excessive consumption: frantic, 
and for its own sake. By observing mis, we can recog
nize me negative aspects of our own agriculture and cul
tural priorities. 

We may even perceive that agricultural reform is not 
merely some utopian daydream, but ramer a necessa1y 
act of self-preservation. So the question is: Will we allow 
human civilization to endure the consequences and 
crises of an unsustainable global industrial agriculture? Or 
will we as a species work for a more agreeable resolu
tion to mese issues? * 

A Garden Growing Wild 
The Promise of a Bioregional Agriculture 

W alk out your back door 
and take a look around. 
What do you find to eat? 

A few wild herbs struggling for a 
place in a neglected corner of the 
lawn? Have some squash seeds in 
your compost pile escaped oblivion, 
sending their adventurous tendrils 
over the fence? Maybe an old apple 
tree down the alley-planted 40 years 
ago-is still bearing, or a moist, shady 
spot in the back might be sprouting 
some mushrooms. And then there are 
those pigeons roosting under the 
garage eaves ... 

Nonsense, you say? "Herbs won't 
feed me. And food growing out of 
garbage? Wormy apples, poisonous 
fungi, polluted pigeons. Beuer get on 
down to the supermarket and rustle 
up some grub." 

Bioregional agriculture begins 
with a vision of abundance. We must 
imagine, and then create, a world in 
which there is enough for everyone. 
A world where cars and refrigerators 
are small, shared and not essential, 
but where dinner is growing in the 
backyard, company is across the 
street, and work is around the block 
or down the lane. If we stop paying 
for our standard of living with our 
quality of life, we'll have time to cele
brate the recurrent excesses of nature, 
time to mark the passage of the sea
sons and the cycles of human life. If 
food grows on trees, we'll have the 
leisure to dance, sing, paint, weave, 
and embrace our friends. We'll also 
have the makings for a rich and 
abundant cuisine. 

Before the industrial era, all food 
was regional in origin. There was lit
tle choice. Preservation technologies 
made storage problematic, while bulk 
transport was confined to seacoasts 

continued on page 2 

BY PETER BANE 

A Visit to the Supermarket 
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propped up with chemical fertilizers and a host of poisons, picked 1mderripe by underpaid migrant labor and 
swathed in old-growth forest and Persian. Gulf oil (boxed up and trucked .1way). Our food passes through dozens 
of hands to reach us, none. of which belong to anyone we. know. 

Millions pf animals are born, raised <!!d slau)i\'htereq. without ev<:;r.seying the light.of day, in order to feed us a 
diet so rich in fat we die in. droves of heart attack and stroke. Crowded .into battery hen houses and feedlots, the 
poultry, pigs and cattle we eat end their Stressful lives deep in their own manure and mad from confinement. They 
often eat their own kind reprocessed as feed. We get the parts that aren't cancerous. When the slaughterhouses 
can't keep the filth out of the. flesh, people die. So the. government wants to irradiate the meat to kill the stink. 

In the anonymous marketplace, appe.:u-ances make.the difference. Perfectly cosmetic fruits and vegetables !)ave 
become the iµdicator of our alienation frqm nature and each other. Of our 20 major food crops, a handful of hybrid 
varieties of each have been selected for $ize, response. t◊ fertilizer and irrigation, durability in transport, ease of me
chanical processing, and resistance to yesterday's pests. ;These make up the .increasingly narrow genetic base of our 

continued on page .. 2 
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"Bioregional agriculture begins with a 
vision of abundance. We must imagine, 

and then create, a world in which there is 
enough for everyone." 

food and accelerating the nutrient 
cycle, mushrooms play a key role in 
cultivated ecosystems in any humid 
temperate environment. 

Pigeons are nearly perfect live
stock. They can live anywhere people 
live and thrive with minimal input; in
deed they are often considered a nui
sance in cities. If only people knew. 
Pigeons harvest seeds and insects 
from far and wide, incorporating nu
trients from neglected sources, their 
manure is of great benefit to the gar
den, and they give us a meal-sized 
piece of meat, with rio leftovers. We 
need to expand our range of protein 
sources: backyard poultry, fishponds 
and insects are all good choices. 

Gardening ... continued from page 1 
and navigable rivers. Cultures were 
dependent on the vicissitudes of 
weather and landform, on carefully 
nurtured skills and studied observa
tion of natural excesses. Population 
densities remained low. Two cen
turies of industrial growth have 
changed all that. 

While we can learn much from 
traditional cultures, particularly how 
to cultivate wild gardens, we cannot 
meet our needs in the same ways. 
Not only do our numbers exceed by 
an order of magnitude the pre-indus
trial population of the planet, but the 
natural capital which sustained our 
ancestors has been seriously de
pleted: soils are wasted, forests lev
eled, crop plants made extinct , 
aquifers and rivers drained, dammed 
or polluted. Fisheries and game stock 
are strained, if not exhausted. 

We cannot continue the mechani
cal exploitation of nature. Even if the 
raw material for continued economic 
growth/ waste were available , the 
biosphere can 't absorb the quantity of 
pollution which would accompany its 
extraction and processing. We must 
find a new way forward. 

We can meet our needs if we are 
willing to adopt three aims: 

begin by making our agriculture a 
net producer of energy. 

,1,;-k-k 

Return now to the backyard where 
we began and observe some of the 
elements of appropriate bioregional 
strategies: 

*** 

The wild herbs are useful native 
plants that sow themselves. The typi
cal Cherokee woman of Tennessee 
200 years ago knew 800 edible and 
medicinal plants and their uses. We 
can begin to recover this knowledge In sum, our backyard garden repre
and make a place in our gardens for sents a nascent polyculture waiting to 
these allies. be developed. Emphasizing native 

The squash growing out of the herbs and leafy greens, hardy crops, 
compost heap is a Native American perennials, fungi and small animal 
food plant which is widely adapted protein, we can meet our most impor
and often seeds itself. Dumpheap gar- tant dietary needs in our own neigh
dens not only demonstrate the recy- borhoods with very little work. By 
cling of nutrients , but are generous careful placement of the elements we 
collections of diverse and locally can increase our cropping efficiency 
adapted useful plants. We can select by synergetic relationships. With 
these traditional garden varieties and proper selection of species, varieties 
save their seed in every region, ex- and breeds , this system can be 
changing those seeds with our neigh- adapted to any climate or amount of 
bors and others to ensure their sur- space available. The keys are density, 
viva!. There are a number of seed multi-functional diversity, and prox
companies that specialize in open- imity to the caretakers (ourselves). 
pollinated (true to type) and tradi- A small , local, diverse agriculture 
tional varieties. Most of them contract lends itself to different types of be
with small growers around the coun- havior than that of a global monocul
try. The Seed Savers Exchange•• coor- ture. We can expect to see all manner 

1. Design cultivated landscapes dinates a network of heirloom gar- of cuisine created and expanded as 
which mintlc nature. Agriculture deners who make many such vari- different regions discover their own 
must become small , local and di- eties available for sale or trade. And excellence. Food processing, such as 
verse. Healthy ecosystems are com- of even greater importance, new re- brewing, baking, drying, smoking and 
posed of many functional interac- gional exchanges are developing , cooking, which is the first level of in
tions between plants, animals, soil such as the Southern Grasslands Seed dustry, can grow beyond meeting the 
and trees. Wastes of one element be- and Plant Exchange in Texas.** needs for cold-season storage at 
come nutrients for another. Healthy Similar networks are needed in every home, and toward cooperative food 
agricultures work the same way. biore ion. Be in to save seed and marketing. Community canning and 

'--------...>=:.------------'<---.-~.....::;.,:;;:;,;;.;-.i:,;..:;.;.;.;.....:;:;.,;;:.n ~....::;:~-;,:..:::_:=~..::::.:= -~---___,.-_:__ 
you will soon find others who share storage faciT1t1es, rte en usmess fn-

r 

2. Grow food everywhere people 
live, especially in cities. People 
do best when they have access to 
the resources to provide for them
selves. It starts with clean air, water 
and wholesome food. Intensifying 
production where we live mini
mizes transport and energy costs 
and reduces our impact on the rest 
of nature. 

3. Live within our solar energy 
budget, cycle all nutrients, re
duce consumption, and use 
everything at its highest poten
tial. Design for durability-not dis
posal-is the answer. Ultimately 
our entire industrial system must 
enter an ecological cycle with na
ture, where all costs and processes 
become internal. Pollution indicates 
some yield of the system isn't being 
used. Mountains of human shit 
flushed into the sea should be di
rected back to the soil. We can 

ANNOUNCEMENT 
Educational Opportunity: Emilia 
Hazelip, a bioregionally sustainable ag
riculture advocate and teacher based in 
France, is planning a tour of the U.S. 
during the winter of 1995. 

Hazelip will be offering workshops on 
"soil self-fertility", a method that• uses a 
broad diveriity of plants on perma
nently mulched, nonclisturbed ground. 
Other topics indude: 

* principles of sustainable agriculture 
design, 

2 

;lr methods for the intensive production 
of vegetables, trees and other crops, 
for family- or market-scale gardens 
and farms, * water cycles, .soil regenerationand 
lmilding, and erosion remedies. 

To sponsor a workshop, <>r for rMre in
formation, contact: Domaine Des co,1r
mette9., F-96l40 Tourette sur Loup, 
.f'ran<.-e, FJJ!:93~59• 215 -:.34 

these concerns. cubators. community-supported agri-
The old apple tree represents the culture. and local scrip currencies 

work of previous gardeners-work to based on farmstand produce all en
be conserved and respected. It's also hance the human community of 
a perennial plant which bears reliably eaters in the bioregion. These activi
O\'er many years. Because they are ties provide opportunities for social 
more energy efficient, requiring less exchange, employment, cultural slur
work and yielding more each year for ing and economic development. 
decades after planting, we should em- While we green and plant the 
phasize trees and shrubs in our gar- cities with edible landscapes, we must 
dens, parks and farms. Trees also also repopulate the countryside. 
form the central elements of assem- Healthy land needs human caretakers, 
blies, or guilds, of plants, animals, in- and a bioregional agriculture based 
sects and fungi. By observing these on solar energy needs many ob
assemblies in nature, we can mimic servers, planters and harvesters. The 
them in our gardens by substituting present hollow structure of rural 
domesticated or useful relatives of the towns and districts virtually requires 
wild plants. abusive grazing by beef cattle and a 

The mushrooms are a neglected mechanized, chemically-driven mono
food and medicinal resource. Many of culture. We need to make many mil
them can be cultivated, and they lions of investments in water catch
make direct use of wood fiber and ment, soil improvement, reforestation 
detritus which would not otherwise and energy production in the country. 
be edible. By converting waste into Increasing rural populations will 

Supermarket. .. continued.from p. 1 
industrial agriculture. A swelling 
human population is balanced pre
cariously on a tiny fragment of the 
earth's immense diversity of plant$ 
and anhnals, while the non-commer
cial is bulldozed out of existence. · 

But hybrid seeds, and the chemi
cals whi,ch grow them, cost dearly. 
The corporations fatten up while 
every year more $mailer fatm~r$ go 
broke. Tbey leave the. land, and with 
them goes a wealth of knO\vledge of 
pla<ce, of wearher and soil and the 
intricate dance of season and se
quence which kept life. coming back 
to the field$. 

The land, now a cdmrn◊dity and 
no longer a place to liv~t passesinto 

.. sd;ie ban<!,?. 9f big f~rrriers al)d. ¢qfP<)~ 
" rations ... ;Fields get pj~er aqg. the de

mand for unifognity' inct:ta$es. As 

the skills for managing complex in
teractions are. Jost, plants are sepa
rated from animals.i. landscapes are 
simplified, forests cut and wetlands 
drained. Wildlife disappears, while 
pests increase. People c;rowd into 
the cities or flee to the. human 
monocultores of the.. suburbs, 

This spiral of destruction is driv~ 
en by cheap energy and the. demon 
of developmenFwhich means c;on
verting the conu:µonwealth, of the 
many (clean air, water, fertile. soil$; 
fqrests and gepeti<: diver$ity) intt;> the 
private. profits of the few. 

Our present system of agriculture 
is dependent ort qifi highj,ayst 
trucks, steel mill$, phospp.at¢ minesf 
nuclear ppwer plants . and arru,ieit of 
p9lioe., sol<lter$, · ectors and 
ba,µker§. AU to prov· .. · ij$ a; great 
and untplq QQst with, .Sgmethi 

make that possible. 
Long-term solutions will involve 

the creation of new agricultural vil
lages. A step in that direction would 
be the establishment of ·'cluster devel
opments ": rural co-housing units 
linked to existing farms in the exur
ban fringe ( within an hour of metro
politan areas). Besides providing rural 
amenity for the many who seek a 
greener life, this strategy can help 
preserve farmland in the areas where 
it is most critically needed. 

These cluster developments need 
take little of the more marginal crop 
land. They also provide the future 
basis for a new rural economy with 
home-based employment, access to 
urban markets and services, resources 
for proper land management, and 
soil, water and wildlife conservation. 

Bioregional agriculture implies an
other element which I haven't men
tioned, and that is time. Culture is life 
shaping the world to its own needs. 
Culture means enduring through 
time-something cultivated. If we un
derstand ourselves to be at a point 
when a renewed bioregional culture 
and agriculture are being shaped, we 
can understand the importance of 
clear intent and good beginnings. 
Most of us won't live to see the full 
flowering of this cultural renaissance, 
but if we commit ourselves to creat
ing edible ecosystems, putting food in 
the cities, people in the countryside, 
and carefully stewai-ding our natural 
resources, we will go a long way to
ward the abundance that will make 
regeneration possible. * 
••see "For More Information," page 6. 

Peter Bane is a writer, teacher, and 
advocate for social change. He edits 
and publishes The Permaculture 
Activist, a quarterly journal for per
maculture in North America. He lives 
with his wife and daughter in the 
green hills of Middle Tennessee, and 
inv1les readers to contact fJzm a{Xf. -r,
Box 38, Primm Springs, 1N 38476. 

ANNOUNCEMENT 
ATTENTION UPRIVER DOWN
RIVER SUBSCRIBERS: The only 
copy of the UPRIVER DOWNRIVER 
subscribers mailing list has been lost. 
clue to the failure of a hard disk drive. 

If you are a subsctiber to the bright 
journal that celebrates Northern 
California and the Shasta bioregion, 
please drop us. a line. with your mail
ing address and the expiration number 
that appears on your mailing label. 

We'll extend your subscription an 
extra issue in gratitude. And if you 
haven't subscribed yet, this is a good 
time to do so-subscriptions are $10 
for fom is..~ues. Financial contributions 
rather than sympathy will. be appreci
ated. UPRIVER.DOWNRIVER, Box 103, 
Petrolia, CA 95558. [UPRIVER DOWN
RIVER is described in RTS "'15.l 

ought . to be right outside the back 
door, freely available to everyone. 
What we. eat, and how we get it, is 
unhealthy, and leaves us danger
ously dependent on an unsustain
able system. 

Modern industrial agriculture has 
driven us to the brink of destruction 
for the sake of control. We must cre
l:l.te an alternative to this nightmare, 
or We'll be for<:ed to live and die 
with it! If global industrial food pro
duction based on the violent control 
of. nature has 1;,ecorne the problem, 
then bioregional agriculture working 
with nature . .is the solution. Reflected 
ip every threat to div¢tSity, local au
tonoi;µy; health and prosperity We 
can see the outlines of a vibrant and 
¢6lotful cµltu.;ral rel)¢Wal-if we 
choosefto . . 

-P.B. 



Linking Plant Homelands and 
Human Homelands 

Horticultural Practices of California Indian Tribes 
BY M. KAT ANDERSON 

Kumayaay woman, named Wypooke, winnowing grain in an age-old ges
ture. The processing of native flower and grass seeds along with the ma
nipulation of the environment to produce those seeds was part of the 
heritage of California Indians long before the coming of Spaniards. 

K
nowing a plant in all its di
mensions means knowing it 
not only in our home, but in 

its home as well. Historically, plants 
were truly integrated into indigenous 
people's lives in California. 

They knew plants in the cultural 
context, where plants were brought to 
the village site, and people participated 
in soaking, drying, trimming, cooking, 
dying and transforming those plants 
into useful medicines, baskets, foods, 
building materials, games and clothing. 
They understood the creative transfor
mation of the plant into useful items. 

Equally important, California 
Indians knew plants in the biological 
context, visiting plants where they 
grew naturally-in the overflow chan
nels of streams and the nooks and 
crannies of steep rock walls, or at the 
edge of dry montane meadows. 
Plants were met on their own biologi
cal and ecological terms. Indigenous 
people formed and answered a myr
iad of inquiries through keen obser
vation: When does this plant ripen? 
What kind of habitat keeps this plant 
healthy? What animals compete with 
humans for this plant? What insects 
pollinate it? How is it adapted to fire? 

By harvesting continually from the 
same gathering sites over time, Cali
fornia Indians began to understand 
plants' needs in a deeper way. Memory 
of the plant and its ecological require
ments were enriched with each succes
sive visit, and by each new human 
generation using ancient knowledge. 
They developed harvest limits and 
techniques that ensured a plant's con
tinued abundance in the future. 

Today, a few people from differ
ent California Indian tribes still gather 
and tend wild places, adhering to an
cient rules and techniques that allow 
for resource use while keeping the re
source base intact. 

Continual harvest, transformation 
and use of plants fostered an intimate 
relationship between California 
Indians and nature, unattained by the 
modern-day botanist, ecologist (who 
knows the plant only in the natural 

-Malcolm Margolin 
world), silviculturist (who o_nly 
knows how to grow the plant), 
craftsman ( who only knows how to 
shape the plant for human use), or 
the average homeowner (who uses 
plant products). 

The Complexities of Harvesting 
and Tending the Wilds 
Unlike the modern absentee timber or 
agricultural land owner, California 
Indians were rooted in places. Tribal 
territories were limited, with impres
sive population densities. They often 
did not have the luxury of abandoning 
degraded gathering sites and moving 
on to new areas. Frequent and con
stant use of areas over hundreds, if not 
thousands, of years enabled people to 
observe changes in the plant commu
nity and rectify unwanted alterations in 
the land. By harvesting directly, with
out a middleman, California Indians 
could sense when gathering methods 
were detrimental or depleted plant 
and animal resources. 

California Indians ensured sus
tained yields from many different 
plant species through sophisticated 
harvesting strategies, and a variety of 
horticultural techniques such as burn
ing, pruning, sowing of seed, selec
tive harvesting, coppicing and tillage. 
Hupa and Tolowa gatherers in 
Northwestern California still practice 
tillage, as they collect wild edible 
bulbs, corms and tubers. Western 
Mono and Foothill Yokuts weavers in 
the Sierra foothills still carefully prune 
native shrubs to encourage growth of 
long, straight sprouts for basketry. 

Properties of resource plants 
might be altered or destroyed by ani
mal competition. For instance, animal 
grazing of young shoots for basketry 
causes unwanted lateral branching, 
while egg-laying in acorns by filbert 
weevils and filbertworms renders the 
nut inedible. Therefore, California 
Indians cultivated an elaborate under
standing of plant and animal interac
tions. They timed collection to suc
cessfully compete with other animals, 
and used horticultural techniques to 

reduce insect competition. 
The harvesting and manipulation 

regime was cmcial to continued plant 
use and survival, and was consciously 
adjusted to maintain, increase or de
crease a plant population. There are at 
least seven components: harvesting 
tools , pattern of harvest, scale of 
harvest, intensity of harvest, season 
of harvest, frequency of harvest and 
horticultural techniques. Unfor
tunately, while there is a great deal of 
anecdotal information on Indian horti
culture, there has been very little acad
emic investigation in the field. 

Harvesting Tools: The tools used in 
California, such as the deer antler, 
digging stick, knocking stick, seed
beater and obsidian knife appear 
primitive and unlikely to affect vast 
areas. However, investigations show 
that their power to transform land
scapes has been underestimated. For 
instance, underground swollen stems 
(bulbs, corms and tubers) were har
vested extensively by California tribes 
for food and medicine. Indians today 
assert that, along with natural distur
bances (such as landslides and rodent 
activity), digging bulbs enhanced pro
ductivity at gathering sites. Digging 
may have "thinned" the number of 
bulbs, severed the bulblets and corm
lets to activate their growth, aerated 
the soil, lowered weed competition, 
and prepared the seedbed to increase 
seed germination rates. Use of the 
digging stick may have increased the 
distribution, quality and quantity of 
bulbs, corms and tubers on traditional 
gathering sites in many areas. 

Tools appropriate to the task were 
· used by native people. These "means" 
were purposefully designed not to de
stroy the "ends." For example, seed-

They contained the best plants for the 
intended purposes, and were continu
ally, carefully and intensely managed 
and harvested. 

Scale of Harvest: According to Indian 
elders, collection sites were frequently 
small-scale, and plant populations ex
isting there naturally were gathered 
and managed in "patches," maintain
ing the general character of tl1e natural 
habitat. Thus, these areas appeared 
"untouched" to outside observers. 

Intensity of Harvest: Gathering 
strategies employed by California 
Indians allowed for a sustained-yield 
production of wild plants. Frequently 
individual plants and pa1ts were left 
behind to ensure future populations. 
Examples include leaving part of the 
stipe behind (to not disturb the 
mycelia) in the harvest of fungi; leav
ing parent plants and/ or bulblets, 
cormlets, and the tuber fragments of 
wild onions, brodiaeas, wild carrots 
and lilies behind in the loosened 
earth, to grow the following year; 
gathering sea lettuce and leaving the 
holdfasts; and ha1vesting sedge and 
bracken fern rhizomes for basketry, 
leaving the perennial plants in place, 
and stimulating continuous rhizome 
production. 

Season of Harvest: The time of year 
that plants are harvested affects the 
longevity and productivity of plant 
species. For example, severe pruning 
of dogwood during the summer 
months can drastically decrease plant 
vigor. Instead, California Indians 
often would (and still do) prune in 
the fall or winter, after the leaves 
drop, "when the sap's down." 
Pruning young shoots or branches 

"Landscape compositions and patterns 
were not purely happenstance, nor incredibly 

rich solely due to the 'natural' bounty of 
California, but rather were at least partly 

attributable to the sophisticated environmental 
management of Indian tribes. Landscapes 
in California are dependent on periodic 

human disturbance-they have coevolved 
with human interaction." 

heating was a common technique 
used all over California to harvest 
seeds from grasses and herbs. Rather 
than uprooting whole plants or break
ing off the seedheads, seedbeating 
kept perennial plants in place, while 
ensuring that a certain proportion of 
seeds fell to the ground, perpetuating 
the plant in the area. It allowed for re
peated harvests, maximizing the num
ber of ripe seeds gathered, and mini
mizing the vegetative part detached 
with the seed. 

Pattern of Harvest: In most parts of 
California tribal groups gathered veg
etation in special areas, keeping with 
patterns and principles passed down 
from generation to generation. These 
areas, shaped by long-term use, were 
designated for basketry materials, 
bulb gathering, seed collecting, 
cordage harvesting or greens picking. 

during this dormant period is proba
bly the least detrimental to the shrub 
species (dogwood, buckbrush, red
bud, sourberry, mock orange, button
bush) that were used for arrows, bas
kets and other cultural items. 

Frequency of Harvest: Different plant 
populations were harvested at different 
frequencies, allowing gathering sites to 
regenerate. For example, bracken fern 
and sedge rhizomes were gathered for 
basketry material, and then not har
vested for a period of two to three 
years, until new rhizomes were of the 
proper length and quality. ~ 

Horticultural Techniques: Many 
plant species reach a degenerate or 
senescent stage in their life cycle, un
less subjected to periodic distur
bance. Indians used a variety of hor-

continued on page 4 
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The Soil Garden 
BY ]IM NOLIMAN 

~ 

I 
n contrast to commercial farmers, farn1land in the United States, have al-
organic gardeners practice a ready destroyed half the topsoil. In 
"golden rule of organic gardening," parts of Ohio, farmers lose two 

that declares we put back into the soil bushels of topsoil for every bushel of 
eve1ything we take out. Any gardener corn harvested. Back in 1950,]. Russell 
who practices this rule soon learns that Smith wrote that "the soil washed out 
he or she is not so much growing pro- and blown out of the fields of the 
duce, as growing soi l. The result is that United States each year would load a 
the organic garden is perhaps best un- modern freight train long enough to 
derstood as a soil garden, the place reach around the world 18 times. " All 
where human beings grow soil. farmers and ranchers-as if working 

In the 1950s chemical fertilizers together-lose an inch of topsoil from 
and pesticides made their dramatic the l"nited States every 16 years. 
entrance. This meant that the soil's in- Nature takes 100 to 500 years to re
herent fe1tility was no longer the fun- place it. The histo1y of American soil 
damental element in the farming clearly demonstrates that we stand on 
equation. The richness stored in soil the edge of an abyss. Our soil bank is 
over thousands of years, and washed nearly bankrupt. 
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SOIL FERTILI1Y 

out in 50, was now promised to be re- The methods of organic farming 
stored by the laying on of highly-con- offer one solution. The Chinese, for 
centrated amendments derived from instance , do not farm their soil as 
petroleum and coa l. Petrochemicals Americans do--planting vast rows of 
were touted as the farmer's means to chemical and machine dependent 
take full control over his own destiny, monocrops-but rather they garden 
allowing him to enrich soil at will, and their farmland in much smaller plots. 
by dosage. Farmers could stop view- Plantings are diversified. Organic 
ing their land as a legacy for genera- waste is returned to the soil through 
tions , and instead view it only one comprehensive composting and 
season at a time. mulching. In certain areas of China Fertile soil is rich in humus, formed from decomposing organic matter. 

The use 01 poisons and concen- the land has produced crops continu- Under favorable conditions. organic matter is literally consumed, eaten up 
trated fe1tilizers destroys many of the ously for 5000 years. Former U.S. by soil life such as bacteria. fungi. soil insects, and larger animals like the 
microbial organisms and earthworms Secretary of Agriculture Bob Bergland earthworm. The residue of soil life is humus. Increasing humus causes soil 
that give soil its nutritive structure. has written that the Chinese feed their to become darker and more absorbent, reduces erosion and mineral leach-
Healthy soil is sticky and crumbly, and huge population by producing nine ing, imprO\·e" drainage. helps prevent insect and disease attack, etc. 
holds together in little balls that can en- times more food per acre than the For maximum organic fertility, humus must develop rapidly, and in 
dure rain and wind. When we forgo chemical and heavy machinery-de- large quantities. Organic fa1111ers must create soil conditions that will sup-
the process of adding organic matter, pendent American farm. port high population-., of soil life. Good '-Oil conditions include high mois-
the once-stable crumbs of soil are Far-seeing organic gardeners grow ture. good aer.1tion .rnd dr.1inage. a ne-J.r-neutral pH le,-el of about 6.5, 
prone to dissolve into black sand easily soil in order that plants, home. nation warm temperamre_ . abundant organic matter. and nitrogen-fi.-..;:ing plants. 
carried away by rain. The thick tires of and e\'en planet may prosper. Soil life con.,ume. exo.:s· nitrogen as it breaks down organic matter into 
heavy machinery add insult to injuiy, [Organic gardening is] one of life's humus. One of the most economical sources of nitrogen fixation is on the 
ruining the essential tilth , or airiness, of best tutors for teaching a sense of roots of legume plants, such as clover. alfalfa. cowpeas, beans, peas, 
t 1e soi . ,t 'K)ut tit 1, wee srn e ven_t_u_- - p--,-a""'ce. Y - ----~--,n-,:,,..,...mc,,,.,--,,"tTl:d sesl:Y.t11ia. 'flre~mrbe4tmuctu ct ·us pate Of"tr t1'0p rotatinff ~-
ally becomes compacted into hardpan. or permanent pasture. 

For \\'ell m·er a hundred year'>. Adapted from .. \rhJ zce Garden· All tilbge <plo~-ing) tends to decrease organic matter and helps com-
hillsides all across the Cnited rate-; C11lticat111g a Se11se of Place in a pact -.,oil into hardpan. Hardpan Llcks air and cannot absorb water \Veil. It 
have been plowed up into neat para!- Chm1p,i11g fforld. ·· to be published by is important to do the least amount of tillage necessa1y to grow the crop. 
lei lines by heavy machinery, as if to Hemy Holt in the spring q/ 1994. \X'ater should he the first consideration in planning an organic farm. 
fit some abstract geometrist's grid. op- \Xlhen water runs off a field, it puddles on the surface and evaporates, or 
timized for little else besides the me- Jim Nollman is the foi11zder q/ Inter- passes quickly through the topsoil and sometimes carries away nutrients. 
chanical exigency of manem·ering a species Commu11ication, an organiza- Fields should be designed to make the best use of rain and irrigation, with 
tractor. This method seems to facilitate lion devoted to promoting dialog he- the least labor and expense. 

the erosion of hillsides. banks, knolls /ween humans and ll 'ild animals. Adapted.from "$oil Fertilityfor Organic Farmers ·~ by Eric ttlld Beth 
and eskers. Readers are welcome 10 corre~pond at Ardapple Kindberg. For copies of the full article, co11tact the Ozark Small 

Farmers in the state of Iowa , with 273 Hidden Meadow, Friday Harbor, Fann Viability Project, Box 99, Mt.Judea. AR 72655. 
the greatest concentration of prime WA 98250. 

Linking ... conlinued.Ji·om page 3 
ticultural techniques to stimulate 
asexual and sexua l reproduction , 
such as burning, pruning, weeding, 
tillage, irrigating, sowing of seed and 
se lective harvesting. Burning was 
probably the most widely employed , 
efficient and significant management 
tool utilized in Ca lifornia . Pomo , 
Modoc, Achomawi , Cahuilla and 
Dieguefi.o people burned large areas 
of herbaceous plants, after collecting 
their edible seed and scattering some 
to maintain productive areas. Older 
woody stems of gooseberr ies, 
chokecherries, manzanitas and other 
berries were fired by the Wukchumni 
Yokuts, Pomo and Achomawi tribes 
to encou rage thick berry crops . 
Hazelnut and willow trees were fired 
to encourage the long sprouts so 
prized in Yurok , Karuk, Hupa and 
Wiyot basketmaking. 

By understanding these seven ele
ments, one can see that landscape 
compositions and patterns were not 
purely happenstance, nor incredibly 
rich solely due to the "natural" bounty 
of California, but rather were at least 
partly attributable to the sophisticated 
environmental management of Indian 
tribes. Landscapes in California are 
dependent on periodic human distur
bance-they have coevo lved with 
human interaction. 

4 

Transfonning Wild Plants 
into Cultural Items 
California Indians sought out plants' 
potential properties, experimenting and 
transforming them into useful items. 
When a plant becomes a vehicle of 
expression for human creativity, it in
vites intimacy. By being actively in
volved in shaping plants for human 
needs, native tribes had an immediate 
stake in the well-being of plants. The 
links between plants and swvival were 
reinforced daily. California Indians 
cared about the source of their exis
tence: the health and longevity of 
plant populations and communities. 
Western utilitarian views of nature 
often a re concerned with what the 
land can produce, without regard for 
its long-term ecologica l health. 

Knowing how to transforn1 a plant 
into a useful item means knowing its 
useful characteristics. These might in
clude: color and flexibility for basketty; 
or straightness, less pith and uniform 
cell structure for a rrow making. 
Transfonning plants into different items 
requires intimate knowledge of their 
anatomy, physiology and morphology. 
For example, modern Indian weavers 
from different tt·ibes use the wine-red 
bark of redbud for basketry design 
work. They know that redbud must be 
gathered in the fall or wintertime, when 
bark adheres to sapwood. In springtime 

there is too much moisture, causing the 
bark to slip and rendering the material 
unusable for creating red designs in 
basket'>. Old branch growth is unsuit
able for designs, as the reel pigments 
occur only in the epidermal tissue of 
the juvenile growth. 

Wild Plant Use 
and Reinhabiting Nature 
Flora were intricately inte1woven into 
California Indian life. Sprouts were used 
to stir seedrneal in plant-fiber baskets. 
Plants adorned the hair and body in 
ceremony, were used as offerings made 
to the funeral pyre, cured ailments, poi
soned enemies, were converted into 
storage grana1ies, family dwellings, cer
emonial houses, and warmed hea1ths 
and cooked food. 

California Indians understood plants' 
needs and habits. The common asser
tion among Indian cultures in Califo1nia 
today is that plants yearn to be used, 
and that in the absence of human use, 
plants and animals are offended and 
consequently disappear. The under
standing that certain plants were hon
ored through human use reinforced the 
feeling that Indians belonged to a place. 
Indian cultures acted out this feeling by 
leaving offerings for plants, asking per
mission to use them, and thanking them 
for their bounty. 

In sharp contrast, most Western 

wants and needs put pressure on nat
ural resources. Development is viewed 
as necessarily destructive or exploita
tive, ultimately exhausting the resource 
base. 

Native American Indians never lost 
the connection between a plant re
source and the natural world it came 
out of. Plants were not commodities or 
object'>, but rather pa1t of vibrant, living 
communities. When this connection is 
lost, it is easier for a culture to overex
ploit and damage the natural world. 

California Indians today still choose 
the tools, frequencies, scale, and kinds 
of harvesting and h01ticulture in wild 
places, and work within the limits of 
nature's tolerance and resilience. The 
linkages between conscientious har
vesting of plants in the wild , crafting 
plants for special purposes, and use of 
the transformed plant, must remain in
tact for humans to learn the intricacies 
of coexisting with plants and animals, 
and truly reintegrating with nature. ,l:-

M. Kat Ande,son is a PhD. candidate in 
Forestry and Resource Management at the 
Unil.X?l'Sity q/ California at Berkeley. She has 
been researr:hing indigenous ho11icultural 
techniques and their application to mod
em wild/and management. 

(See Weaving Alliances p. 13 for News 
from Native Calif01nia and CIBA.-&/,.] 
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Eating Our Teachers: 
Local Food, Local Knowledge 

BY MARTI CROUCH 

"!f !follow your argument to its logical 
conclusion, then as hioregionalists we 
wouldn't he able to eat bananas in the 
Midwest. Do you really mean that?" 

Question asked by a student after a 
seminar on bioregionalism at 

a college in Iowa, 1992. 

A pawpaw pie is baking in my 
oven, and its tropical odor 
fills my house. This year there 

is a bumper crop of these native fruits, 
sometimes called Indiana Bananas, 
free for the picking in the forests sur
rounding Bloomington. While peeling 
and mashing, I began thinking about 
the profound differences between eat
ing a pawpaw pie and a banana pie. 
By eating one and not the other, I am 
literally a different person. I know dif
ferent things. The knowledge I gain 
by eating local food may he vital for 
me to become native to this place. 
Conversely, eating food from far away 
may actually prevent assimilation into 
my local environment. 

A comparison of pawpaws and ba
nanas will se1ve to illustrate my point. 

Who are the pawpaws? 
The pawpaw tree belongs to the cus
tard apple family, denizens of the New 

World Tropics. Of the more than one 
hundred species in the family, the paw
paw is the only one to have migrated 
this far no1th. 'fhe fruit has a heavy per
fume and large drooping leaves that in
voke the tropics. In fact, summers in 
the central hardwood region of the 
United States are tropical, with moist air 
from the Gulf of Mexico creating a 
warm, humid climate, ideal for lush 
growth of southern creatures. The paw
paw just had to figure out how to sur
vive the brutish winters up here. 

Pawpaws do not survive in the 
extreme northern pa1ts of this conti
nent, nor do they grow in the dry 
West. They are most likely to be 
found in the bottoms of ravines, as 
thickets in the understory of deep 
woods, and planted in yards in town. 
Pawpaws have not been domesti
cated, and vary greatly in tree-size, 
color of fruit, time of ripening, flavor, 
etc. They are native, wild and free. 

Who are the bananas? 
Edible seedless bananas were domes
ticated from wild bananas in south
eastern Asia , probably over ten thou
sand years ago. They only grow in 
frost-free tropical climates, and are 
propagated by cuttings. Bananas were 

COMMUNITY SPONSORED AGRICUL1VRE 
Community Sponsored Agriculture (CSA) is a term for a speeial relation
ship between small organic farms and their immediate communities. CSA 
members are guaranteed a reliable local source of delicious and chemi
cal-free fresh produce, while the member farmer is guaranteed a ready 
market for his or her ha1vest, as well as community help in producing 
that harvest. CSA is not functional until farmer, farmland, labor, operating 
capital and consumers are all coordinated. 

CSA encourages farmers and consumers to understand and support 
each other, and to invest their resources in land improvement. The means 
of production belongs to producers and consumers, who contribute skill, 
labor and capital, and take responsibility for leaving the land better off for 
their use of it. By having the suppo1t of a community, a fa1111er is able to 
experiment and diversify. Members may want exotic items like Chinese 
cabbage, Armenian cucumbers, Roquefort cheese or Louisiana hot sauce, 
and the farmer must learn how to produce these things. 

The CSA can also be an educational oppottunity for young adults inter
ested in becoming farmers-apprenticing allows them experience in growing 
and preparing a wide variety of fcxxls. TI1is also allows consumers to develop 
a more intimate connection with what they eat, and where it comes from. 

For example, on Ash Grove Organic Fann in .New York State, one year 
membership costs $150-350 per person. Up to $150 may be. paid with 
USDA food stamps, and up to $200 may be. "worked off" at an exchange 
rate of $5 per hour. Membership includes weekly deliveries of certified or
ganic produce during the harvest setison; participation in a buyers' club 
that saves 30-50% on staples (including coffee and cheese); and social and 
educational activities, ;.Ls well as general access to the fa.1111. 

Adapted from Ash Graue Organic Farm literature, and '·Community 
Sponsored Agriculture," by Hugh Louel, Katuah Journal, No. 34, Spring 1992. 

For more information on CSA, contact: 
Ash Grove Organic Fam1 
1297 Ma1tin Hill Rd. 
Corning, NY 14830 
Telephone (607) 524-6836 

Indian Line Farm 
R.R. 3, Box 85 
Jug End Rd. 
Great Barrington, MA 01230 
Telephone (413) 528-4374 
Publishes a directory of CSA in North America. 

Biodynamic Fanning and Gardening Association 
Box 550 
Kimberton, PA 19442 
Telephone (215) 935-7797 
Contact: Jean Yeager 
Distributes free catalog of information, puhlications, audiotapes, etc. The 
Biodynamic Association is holding its 5th National CSA Conference, 
January J4,16, 1994. 

taken by humans to other parts of 
tropical Asia, Africa, and islands in the 
South Pacific. Some escaped back into 
the wild, and exist in feral colonies. 

In many cultures, bananas are a 
major food source, and the whole 
plant is used for fiber, animal fodder, 
medicine, dyes and so on. The versa
tile domesticated banana has demon
strated its ability to fit into local, tropi
cal agriculture throughout the world. 
There are now hundreds of different 
varieties, many specific to particular 
locales or with specialized uses. 

However, the bananas we eat here 
in Indiana bear little more than super
ficial resemblance to their locally-con
sumed tropical relatives. The first ba
nanas came to Latin America from the 
Canary Islands, brought by the Por
tuguese in the early 1500s, and grown 
for local consumption and trade. In 
the late 1800s companies began ship
pjng bananas to No1th American mar
kets, and advances in transportation 
technology accelerated the economic 
success of large plantations. 

Growing large tracts of one crop 
-a monoculture-is hard on the soil, 
and creates serious disease and pest 
problems that are met with chemical 
warfare. Bananas grown for export 
are cloned from just a few varieties, 
and thus are particularly susceptible 
to diseases and pests. 

Replacing local food production 
with export-oriented agribusiness has 
been devastating to tropical peoples, 
and to wild lands displaced by ex
panding monocultures. The bananas 
we eat are not only domesticated and 
alien to this hemisphere, but they 
have also been enslaved to the needs 
of global corporations at the expense 
of local communities. 

Learning from fruits 
Your interactions with pawpaws and 
bananas take ve1y different forms. In 
the case of the pawpaw, I go out into 
the woods close to home and find 
trees to pick fruit. The pawpaw is a 
free organism, reproducing and living 
according to its own needs. I meet it as 
a whole being, in its mYn world, inter
act with it, and obsef\"e its life. As I 
pick fruit, I brush against the leaves 
and absorb their unique molecules into 
my skin (a potential cancer-fighting 
agent has recently been identified in 
pawpaw leaves.) T can notice whether 
the tree looks healthy, and ,-vhat has 

happened to it since the previous sea
son; what other kinds of organisms are 
around it; whether it is growing singly" 
or in a group; and how it smells. Are 
the fruits ripening earlier or later than 
in the past, and are they more or less 
abundant? By observing, I learn about 
the limits and cycles of this place. 

The fruit is free for me to take, and 
for foxes, possums, raccoons, squiITels, 
coyotes and yellowjackets. I absorb in
fo1mation that nature is abundant, and 
that I am related to all the other animals 
that share my food. When I eat the 
fruits, the complex mix of molecules 
has a myriad of effects on my body, 
from supplying energy and building 
blocks for my tissues, to stimulating my 
bowels (there is a mild laxative in paw
paw fruit). The chemical composition 
of the fruit varies with season and indi
vidual tree, also. Most of the pawpaw 
fruit molecules are undescribed, and 
their influences in my life when I eat 
them are unknown. If I pay close atten
tion, I may be able to learn how I feel 
after eating them. From my interactions 
with pawpaws I know more about this 
particular place, and can use that 
knowledge to act locally. 

On the other hand, the bananas I 
buy at a grocery store have already 
been severed from their original envi
ronment. They are out of context, or 
rather, in a new one. This interaction 
teaches me that food, although alive, 
is part of the industrial system, and 
bananas are units of production. They 
cost money, and thus teach me that 
nature operates out of scarcity rather 
than abundance. The bananas are also 
available year round, so I come to ex
pect everything all of the time. The 
chemical composition of the bananas I 
buy is likely to be uniform because of 
the genetics and production methods 
used in plantation agriculture. All of 
the processes of growth and transpon 
that got them to me are invisible, hid
den by time and distance, and I am 
thus shielded from both positive and 
negative aspects of banana production 
by being alienated from the whole. 

TI1is allows me to unknowingly par
ticipate in practices that I abhor, such as 
poisoning of the land and air with pesti
cides and diesel exhaust, or suppott of 
oppressive political and economic 
regimes. Out of sight, out of rnincl. 

Combined with lack of seasonal
ity, these monocultural practices 

continued on page 6 
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Eating ... continued from page 5 
mean that I absorb a sameness as 
eat bananas day after day, all year. 
Thus the banana is a good teacher for 
me if I want to learn how to fit into a 
global industrialized world. 

You are""who you eat 
One of the most powerful kinds of 
knowledge from eating is gained from 
the relationship with other beings. 
Eating is one of the most intimate inter
actions that we have with others-to 
reach out and grasp another being, kill 
it, and take it's body inside our own, to 
gradually assimilate the other into our
selves. Babies imprint on 0avors of fcxxl 
their mothers eat while suckling, and 
the aromas of cooking are among the 
most powerful evocators of home and 
culture. Many cultures identify them
selves by what their main foods are: 
"We are the salmon people"; "Corn is 
our mother"; "We are the Pepsi genera
tion." We reflect and are reflected by 
the fcxx.l we eat, and the way in which 
we interact with fcxx.l organisms. 

Since the challenges of a particular 
place-climate, pathogens, preda
tors-are shared between many 
species, it makes sense that some 
strategies for coping will be similar 
between them, and that some adap
tive information will travel through the 
food web. Few of these kine.ls of inter
actions are well known to science, al
though some cultures are more aware 
of the possibilities than others. 

I was not able to fine.I information 
about these kine.ls of material flows of 
knowledge between pawpaws or ba
nanas and humans. Food is not com
monly consic.lerec.l a source of knowl
edge about local environments, so 
questions that would lead to exam
ples have not been asked. 

Eating appropriate teachers 
If we are who and what we eat, 

and we have choices available to us, 
then perhaps we can choose to be 
particular kine.ls of people by eating 
different foods. 

If we want to be wild, diverse and 
free, then eating enslaved, uniform 

You are what you eat bananas may not allow it. Maybe 
Another source of knowledge from when " ·e eat food from far away, we 
fcxxl involves a flow of mate1ial. Water, cannot learn from the interaction be
minerals, energy from sunlight and mo!- tween our bodies and food, because 
ecular or chemical information move the feedback loop between cause and 
back and forth across the ephemeral effect is too long. If we don't know 
boundaries of individuals. Our bodies what river the toxic fish came from, 
are renewed with the lxxlies of organ- how can we use our illness to figure 
isms we eat, and the soil, water and air out what to do about it' 
that they and we consume. Maybe the knowledge we receive 

Because of the dynamic nature of from that food is horrible: greed, re
this transmutation of beings, our bod- pression and imperialism from planta
ies are receiving new information tion-grown fruits; fear , degradation 
about the world via food. For exam- and poison from factory-farmed 
pie, if the water in a nearby river is meats; and so on. Maybe this kind of 
polluted, fish may accumulate toxins, knowledge makes us crazy. 
which are transferred to us when we To become native to a place, eat
eat the fish. If we then become sick, ing organisms that are already native 
the toxins in the water have been may be necessa1y. ecessary, but not 
lodged directly into our bodies and sufficient. Conquistadors and gold 
become a source of knowledge. We miners ate local food, I am sure, but 
don't have to do fancy measurements acted unwisely nonetheless. 

---o-'r stat1st1Ca ana yses-vomiting can J-e- -~of course, past 1Uma n'"'"'-'-----c1 n_o_1_c_e_s_ 
an educational experience. The eater have limited current possibilities. By 
now wonders what in the fish and becoming totally dependent on 
water is wrong, searches for answers, agribusiness, many human populations 
and attempts remedies. There is ha\·e increased to the point that it isn't 
strong incentive to clean up the river likely most people could choose to eat 
when we depend on it for sustenance. mainly free , wild species. However, it 

Sometimes actions are ••informed"' may be important to get some propor
by components in food without con- tion of our food or medicine from the 
scious knowing. In Australia there is a wile.I , so that our health is tied more 
kine.I of clover that makes an estrogen tangibly to the health of the natural 
precursor in its tissues. During peri- world we are pa1t of. It may be vital to 
oc.ls of adequate rainfall hormone lev- set up agricultural systems that are 
els are low, but during drought the more diverse and integrated with the 
hormone accumulates at high levels. surrounding wild areas. 
Many mammals and birds eat this For example, although tomatoes 
clover, and their reproductive cycles are alien to the Midwest, they none
a re affected by it, so that during theless grow very well here. 
drought periods the birds and mam- Tomatoes may be appropriate biore
mals have fewer successful pregnan- gional food if we select for local 
cies. Thus, when the food and water adaptations, eat them in season, grow 
supply is low, there are fewer organ- them organically in polycultures, and 
isms competing for those resources. so on. Trucking them in from distant 

Response to the drought was me- factory farms results in an entirely dif
c.liated by interaction with food organ- ferent , industrialized tomato. 
isms, not through conscious design, In thinking this way, we can ex
but through complex feedback mecha- amine the whole spectrum of our in
nisms. By eating local food , we may teractions with food organisms, and 
be allowing ourselves to be influenced thus influence who we become. In 
by many such unknown interactions. the same way that we decide which 

Adaptive characteristics have been courses to take at college, or which 
shown to be acquired by eating. For books to take out of the library, we 
example , reindeer eat lichens and can choose which teachers to eat 
mosses that survive the cold Arctic cli- based on what knowledge we feel 
mate in pa1t because of lipids in their we need to absorb. 
cell membranes. These lipids are Answer to the student in Iowa: 
transferred to the reindeer and be- "Yes, you understood my reasoning 
come pa1t of the reindeer's adaptation quite well. Bananas won 't help you 
to cold. Similarly, people who inhabit live well here in the Midwest. Here, 
extremely cold climates may be better have a piece of pawpaw pie. "* 
able to live there by eating other cold-
dwelling creatures, such as seals and Marti Crouch is professor of Biology at 
whales. Not only does such a high fat, Indiana University in Bloomington, 
high protein diet result in higher Indiana. 
metabolic rates, but the unsaturated 
fatty acids in these foods are incorpo-
rated into human lipids with little 
modification. This may allow people 
to function more smoothly in the cold, 
as is the case for whales and seals. 
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For More Information 
For those readers who wish to learn more 
about sustainable, organic and alternative 

agriculture, and perhaps garden within their 
own bioregion, Raise the Stakes offers this 

list of resources. 

Native Seeds: There are a number of alternative seed companies in the 
U.S. supplying old-fashioned vegetable varieties, and concemed with ge
netic preservation. All have catalogs and informational literature. 

Redwood City Seed Company (Box 361, Rec.lwoo<l City, CA 94064) 
Abundant Seed Foundation (Box 772, Pt. Townsend, WA 98368) 
Bountiful Gardens (19550 Walker Rd., Willits, CA 95490) 
Cook's Garden (Box 535, Londondeny, VT 05148) 
Filaree Farm (Rt.l, Box 162, Okanogan, WA 98840) 
J.L. Hudson (Box 1058, Redwood City, CA 94064) 
Johnny's Selected Seeds (310 Foss Hill Rd., Albion, ME 04910) 
Native Seeds/ SEARCH (2509 N. Campbell #325, Tucson, AZ 85719) 
Peace Seeds (2385 SE. Thompson St., Corvallis, OR 97333) 
Ronninger's Seed Potatoes (Star Rt., Moyie Springs, ID 83845) 
Seeds Blum (Idaho City Stage, Boise, JD 83706) 
Seeds of Change (621 Santa Fe Trail itlO, Santa Fe, NM 87501) 
Seed Saver's Exchange (R.R. 3, Box 239, Decorah, !A 52101) 
Southem Grasslands Seed and Plant Exchange (Box 603, Navasota, TX 77868) 
Southern Exposure Seed Exchange (Box 158, North Garden, VA 22959) 
The Tomato Seed Company (Box 323, Metuchen, NJ 08840) 

List courtesy of Craig & S1te Drema nn 

Reference Books: This is an annotated bibliography, featuring literature 
on seed-starting and saving, plant propagation, organic and sustainable 
agriculture, p1ant identification, foraging, food preservation and medici
nal plants. 

CA(JTION: there is no substitute for being in the field with a knowledge
able expert who can point out plants in ''real life." Identifying plants just 
from one guide and using them yourself can be dangerous. 

Katuah Journal, No. 34, Spring 1992. Available from Lee Barnes, Box 
1303, Waynesville, NC 28786. Discusses sustainable agriculture in the 
KatC1ah bioregion. 

William Logan. 1be Gardener's Book of Sources: A Comprehensive Guide to 
Where You Can Find Ei·erytbing You Seed For Your Garden. Penguin 
Books, 1988. Guide to general horticulture sources, plant -;uppliers, and 
other sources. 

Nancy Bubel. The Seu· Seed-Sta,1ers Handbook. Rodale Press, 1988. 
General text for seed-starting techniques for starting a variety of vegetables, 
fruits, trees,,-gm-i-a&,d1@fOS, ete. I~I~~ seet~cfkaving-. -. ·.-· .- -==,....,.--._,;:-
Phillip Browse. Plant Propagation.- Seeds. Roots. Bulbs and Corms. 
Layering Stem Cuttings. Leaf Cuttings, Budding and Grafting. Simon and 
chuster, 19..,9. \X'ell-illustrated, step-by-step, layman's guide to plant 

propagation. Highly recommended if you want only one, inexpensive 
book on propagation. 

Marjorie Hunt and B. Bortz. High-Yield Gardening: How to Get More From 
Your Garden Space and More From Your Gardening Season. Rodalc Press, 
1986. Guide to intensive gardening, with tables and techniques not found 
elsewhere. 

Bill Mollison. Permaculture.- A Practical Guide for a Sustainable Future.· 
Island Press, 1990. Guide to agricultural design, including concepts and 
methods. Mollison is a thoughtful designer whose philosophy is to work 
with entropy, tum problems into resources, and develop a more sustain
able life-style which is kind to the earth. 

Jeavons, et al. Tbe Backyard Homestead Mini-Farm & Garden Log Book. Ten 
Speed Press, 1983. Economic data about intensive gardening, including in
come and profits. 

Robert Rodale. The Basic Book of Organic Gardening. Rodale Press, 1971. 
A classic (and inexpensive) introduction to organic gardening principles 
and techniques. 

P.A. Yeoman. 1be Challenge qj' Landscape, 1958. Available in the U.S. 
through Frank Espriella, Box 206, Guinda, CA 95637. Farm planning, 
water management and soil fertility building. 

Barrie Kavasch. Native Harvests: Recipes and Botanicals of the American 
Indian. Random House, 1977. Extensive bibliography and botanical charts 
of wild plant usage, harvest and preparations. 

Stephen Facciola. Cornucopia: A Source Book of Edible Plants. Kampong 
Publishers, 1990. A guide to edible plants, the best of its kind. Describes 
over 3000 edible plants and their commercial sources. E>..1:ensive review of 
cultivars of over 100 major food plants. Lists 52 pages of domestic, for
eign and commercial sources for these plants. Extensive bibliography and 
appendices. 

Tom Brown, Jr. Tom Browns Guide to Wild Edible and Medicinal Plants. 
Berkeley Books, 1985. 

Deborah Lee. F,xploring Nature's Uncultivated Garden. Havelin Publishers, 
1989. A guide to wild foraging. 

M. Grieve. A Modern Herbal: The Medicinal, Culinary, Cosmetic and 
Economic Properties, Cultivation and Folk-Lore of Herbs, Grasses, Fungi, 
Shmbs and Trees. (Two Volumes) Dover Books, 1971 reprint of 1931 edition. 

· Roger Yepson. Rome Food Systems: Roda/e's catalog qf methods and tools 
for producing, processing, and preserving naturally good foods. Rodale 
Press, 1981. Thorough guide to home food processing with exrensive re
view of available processing equipment. 

List courtesy of Lee Barnes 



Letter from 
Blanco, Texas 

0 
ur species has evolved over 
millions of years as a part of 
the biology of this planet. We 

feel good in healthy, natural places. 
Our environment creates us, so our 
responsibility is to design and inhabit 
healthy, natural environments. These 
are decentralized , complex, "messy" 
with lots of biomass, nurturing, and 
conducive to a feeling of inspiration. 

When we design systems, and en
vironments for those systems, we help 
them prosper. When we design into 
our transpo1tation system mobility and 
access for people without cars, we 
won't have so many car-related prob
lems. When we design an ecology or 
lifestyle of wellness, we won't need so 
much symptom treatment. As things 
stand right now, the environments we 
have created are not healthy. 

Let's start by looking at what a 
natural , abundant , healthy, lasting 
food design looks like. 

As a woman of fifty years, I think 
of a design solution as something I'll 
be able to feel, touch, see, smell, hear 
and taste. I think of a problem as 
something to heal , a solution as 
something that heals. Recipes or pat
terns are design solutions, one-step
at-a-time directions for what we want 
to produce. 

The design solution on our farm in 
Blanco, Texas is a "higher good" our 
bioregional community helps to elabo
rate. It is a collective ideal. On paper 
at the Texas Department of Agriculture 
we are a "Certified Organic Farm." Our 
commitment to ature has led us be
yond those words. We sponsor adult 
education, bioregional organizing and 
children's camping, and we have an 
earth-bonded church. There are values 
we aspire towards: 

Prosperity is the giving of our 
abilities and creativity for the greater 
good, which in this case is clean air, 
water, food, privacy, safety and quiet. 

Eleg a nce is living in health and 
peace, with dignity and lots of "free" 
time. We took a big step in that direc
tion when we designed and planted a 
full , rich food system at our family 

Glimpses of 1PM 

farm. 
I wish you could sit on our porch 

now and breathe the wonderfully oxy
genated, biologically rich air of this hill 
country farm in South Central Texas. 
The air is moist, a product of the 
healthy earth we look out on. Green is 
the predominant color in an intricate 
pattern of millions of leaves on upper 
story, mid-level and understory trees. 
Shrubs, lower-level and groundcover 
plants interlace and reflect the play of 
light and shadow. The patches of deep 
blue sky and the smell of damp earth 
are a reminder for us of the immensity 
that surrounds this thin crust we live 
on. There is a lot of sound-some might 
even call it noisy. Water is splashing in 
the aquaculture. Birds and insects 
loose their songs and leaves rustle in 
the breeze. Every once in a while 
human voices cany from swimmers in 
the river or others on the land some
where. At night the sky is full of stars 
and the place is even more noisy than 
in the daytime. 

What we see from this porch is a 
"food forest. " It 's an assembly of 
perennial and annual plants that grow 
well together and help each other 
out. Each plant offers some gift or 
service. There are so many functions 
and ways to contribute in this system, 
it is so rich and complex, that I can 
only begin to name some of them. 

The plants can be medicines, food 
or entertainment, offering visual, aes
thetic and intellectual stimulation. They 
provide shelter or fuel. They transport 
and store water and nutrients through
out their expanse and throughout the 
bioregion, and they manufacture new 
things-fruits, wood, bark, leaves and 
new plants. The plants cycle carbon 
dioxide and oxygen and fill space with 
color and sound, supporting a com
munity of animals from microbial crit
ters, small insects and burrowing 
mammals to birds , cats , fish and 
human beings. Each animal is a mo
bile, functioning unit, -an essential part 
of the system, transporting water, 
seeds and nutrients. Flora die, decom
pose and encourage a rich soil , a 

Integrated Pest,M~rut9ement (IPl\1) is a decision-makit;~ process that consid~ 
ers the Wh◊le ec9system ln determining the qept method for managing 
pests. The. objective. of an 1PM program is to supijre~ ~ populations 
below· the. level. that q,uses economic, aesthetic or medicaf irlju:cy, IPM strate
gies are designed to be the l~st d~sruptive <>f. narura.l pe~t. 99µtrols, human 
health and. the geneml env.ir¢nrpe;nt . 1PM rnitjµnizes of pestielde~1 and 
inte$rates horticultu~ 1 physical, mechanical, biolo ..•• • •.. east:toxic chen:rical 
and educational metI:6ds to solve pest problems. Estim!ted. CQ$ts ofthelij~ 
program a.rG. $100-148 per acre, compared to $232 per acre. (or a.. <:µeuu~ly 
intensive. program. 

One of the rnany tactics of O?Mis to .increase the number of insects that 
prey upon pests. This can be achieved by planting insecta:cy plants, using 
in~field insectaries, and importatioq and mass release of insect predators. 

ln.sec~,u:y plants are planted . with the mal.Q <;;rop specifically to attract 
and nurture beneficial insects. These. natural eneuues later move over to 
the main crop and feed on pests there. Insec;tary plants can be inter
cropped or strip-cropped within tqe rp.ain crop1 ◊r they ¢an be planted on 
tlie fi¢ld borders, along roads, irrigation. ditch¢$, et:¢. Wl;i.at kind of plant 
used will in part detennine where it is plan~~- );>!ants that provide an ~ddi"' 
ti9nal harvestable <:rop are more likely to be pla11ted a$ $trips amoqg 
rnain-<::rop. rows. 

This technique of using insectary plants is an itnp . ant compo;o~n.t of 
sustainable agricultUreand is w1delyused in China, ¢ fertile $Oils and 
abundant yields have peen produced in the same ground, for s~venil 
thousand yea.rs. 

Adaptedjrom ma(erial published by Bio-IntelJral Resqurse Center (BIRCJ~ 
:!)ox 7414, Berkeley, CA .f)4]07'. TeleJ;Jhprie(51(!)524~~~6?. . 

BY PATRICIA Du BOSE 

"What we see from this porch is 
a 'foodforest'-an assembly of perennial 

and annual plants that grow well together 
and help each other out. It is full of 

chemistry and variety, complicating and 
growing itself at a very fast rate. New plants 

appear each year. We humans are 
conscious members of this system" 
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growing medium. Plants provide 
windbreaks, and a natural cooling 
respite from the sun. 

This place is wild and out of con
trol, full of chemistry and variety, 
complicating and growing itself at a 
very fast rate. New plants appear each 
year. We humans are conscious mem
bers of this system. 

We started the system by attempting 
to copy natural patterns for abundance 
in this place. This basic recipe works 
whether we're talking about a large 
farm or a four-foot wide strip between 
an apartment building and the sidewalk. 

(1) Trim all existing trees and shrubs 
to provide 50 percent sun to the 
ground. Professional growers en
hance growth by using shade 
screens, which allow patterns of 
light and shade to move over 
plants as the day progresses. 

(2) Form the surface of the land into 
shallow, flat catchments so that 
rain will sink in and be used 
where it falls, rather than run off. 

(3) Apply a thick layer of biological mat
ter (mulch). We unrolled hay as if it 
was wall-to-wall carpet. This allows 
the surface soil organisms to be wet 
and protected, and supplies them 
with organic matter to work on. 

( 4) Make a drawing of the area to de
sign the patterns for walks, drive
ways, water run-on or -off, wind 
and light. The idea is to place dif
ferent plant groups so that they get 
the most of whatever they need, 
are easy to harvest and don't cre
ate pollution (which is an accumu
lation of anything not used by the 
system). It's important to think of 
vertical layering in the design. The 
most productive growing areas are 
edges of forests where all plants 
receive light along a vertical space. 

The element of time is impor
tant to consider. In Blanco we 
have different plants producing 

at different times . I usually 
make a transparent sheet for 
each season, which is superin1-
posed over the basic drawing 
of our system. The transparency 
describes what should be grow
ing, planted or harvested drning 
a particular season. 

(5) Put in irrigation to keep plants 
alive when it doesn't rain, and to 
lessen the danger of fire. This 
summer we went seventy days 
without a drop from the sky. 

(6) Plant with seeds, small trees , 
shrubs and herbs. To make a sus
tainable system, at least 75 percent 
of the plants need to be perennial. 
Make sure you include a healthy 
mix of nitrogen-fixing and wild 
plants. We have found that seeds 
and very small plants are easier to 
handle, adapt better and are more 
affordable. Very dense planting is 
best (at least one plant every step). 

(7) Protect your planting. In our case, 
that means a deer-proof fence. 

(8) Make a place for something and 
attract it into your system. An ex
ample is installing bat habitats . By 
doing so you attract a beneficial, 
insect-eating animal. This is much 
easier and less expensive than 
buying bats (if you can even do 
that in the first place). 

I encourage you to get your own 
food growing around where you live. 
A well-designed system of agriculture 
provides a healthy environment to live 
in, as well as the food it produces. 

If each one of us takes the respon
sibility for making a food for86t where 
we live, then very soon all of our chil
dren will have the experience of 
abundance they deserve. * 
Patricia Du &>Se is a teacher and gardener, 
living with her husband and daughter on a 
1700 acre organic farm between Austin 
andSanAntonio, Texas. 
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Singing Up the Corn: 
The Survival of Indigenous Bioregional Farming 

in the American SouthvVest 

BY KEVIN DAHL AND RALPH SULLIVAN 

Watch well o'er your seed - things and children1 

Speak wisely to these our new children! 
Henceforth they shall be your first speakers, 
And the peace-making shields of your people. 

-Zuni chant, quoted by Marcia Keegan in Southwest Indian Cookbook 

A 
visitor to the Cocopah tribal 
headquarters in southwestern 
Arizona asked if anyone still 

grew traditional Indian crops. It 
seemed the reservation farmland had 
all been leased out to non-Indian 
farmers. "No one gardens around 
here any more," she was told with 
great authority. Yet on leaving the of
fice, she couldn't help but observe a 
lush garden near the parking lot. "Oh, 
we just let the janitor grow a few 
things back there," said the tribal 
workers, as they surveyed the rows of 
com, beans and other vegetables. If 
they had looked closely, they would 
also have noticed chilies and toma
toes tucked among the landscaping 
surrounding the tribal headqua1ters. 

The Cocopah once supported 
themselves largely by agriculture, 
using fields made fertile by periodic 
flooding of the Colorado River. Dams 
sropped the flooding , and the farming 
eYentually stopped, as well. 

Else"·here in the , outhwe ·t rradi
tional fam1ing has fared better, bur like 
the. Cocopah janitor's plot it has sur
vived tucked away, in many cases vir
tually invisible. For instance, the U.S. 
defines a farm for the purpose of the 
1987 census as "any place from which 
$1000 or more of agricultural products 
were produced and sold or normally 
would have been sold during the cen
sus year." Researcher Sandra J. Turner 
notes that the census missed most 
Southwest Indian crop production in 
New Mexico, where traditional farms 
produce crops for family and ceremo
nial use. The census even failed to list 
com as a New Mexican crop, yet at 
many pueblos corn is grown and har
vested every year, as it has been for 
centuries. This continues despite 
forced relocations, the loss of tradi
tional farmland and water rights, and 
changing lifestyles. Entire reservations 
in Arizona and New Mexico have lost 
their farming traditions. There are crop 
varieties described in literature as re
cently as fifty years ago tl1at no longer 
can be found. 

In the last ten years, a nonprofit 
group-Native Seeds/SEARCH (NS/S)
has worked to encourage the recogni
tion and preservation of the tradi
tional crops and farming systems in 
Southwestern America and orthwest 
Mexico. NS/S started as a project of a 
hunger action group that was promot
ing gardening to improve nutrition on 
the Tohono O'odham reservation 
west of Tucson. There was some re-
1 uctance about broccoli and spinach, 
but enthusiasm for "that short corn 
that grows well in our summer heat" 
or that "good-tasting melon my aunt 
always loved." Because the project 
was active in different villages it was 
able to serve as a seed exchange, re
turning native crops to families that 
had lost their seed. The program soon 
grew into a regional seedbank, dis
tributing seeds and information to 
both Indian and other gardeners. 

The stnvival of these centuries-old 
farming traditions-clearly suited to 
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Southwestern bioregions-is remark
able, considering the elements work
ing against them. The characteristics 
that have helped traditional farming 
endure are some of the same concepts 
upon \\foch bioregionalism is based. 

Traditional American Indian farm
ing is tied to the local environment, 
modeling and protecting biodiversity, 
stable enough in these features to 
produce despite the times when pests 
seem to outnumber the ears of corn, 
the times when the rains don't come, 
or when there's too much rain. And, 
just as these agricultural practices are 
intimately tied to the regional envi
ronment, they are also intimately con
nected with the local culture. Agri
culture serves the community's needs, 
providing social cohesion, physical 
health, spiritual ritual and full stom
achs. Despite the considerable factors 
working against them, traditional 
practices will endure. 

Traditional Southwest Indian farm
ing provide a link to the natural spirit
ual world, and in some communities 
provides special crops necessary for 
specific ceremonies. Many Indian farm
ers are very deliberate in the blessings 
they offer with the planting, growing 
and harvesting of their crops. An abun

. dant field can be a place of worship: 
"When a man goes into a corn 

field he feels he is in a holy place, 
that he is walking among Holy 
People, White Corn Boy, Yellow Corn 
Girl, Pollen Boy, Corn Bug Girl, Blue 
Corn Boy, and Variegated Corn Girl," 
said Navajo farmer Slim Curley in 
1938. "If your fields are in good 
shape you feel that the Holy People 
are with you, and you feel buoyed up 
in spirit when you get back home. If 
your field is dried up you are down
hearted because the Holy People are 
not helping you." 

The hard work of fanning is made 
easier when it is a family event. 
Planting and harvest takes many 
hands , and in some communities 
draws far flung relatives home to help. 
This form of hard work strengthens 
the family and the community. 

"I've been fanning ever since I was 
a small boy," said Yellowman·s 
Brother, a Tavajo who was more than 
80 years old when he was quoted in 
1977. ··In those days everybody helped 
with the farming ... My family never 
planted corn in the same spot every 
year. One year we 1night plant corn in 
a certain area. The next year we 
would plant melon or something else 
in that area. Then the year after that it 
would be corn again. The plants grew 
better that way. In the old days we 
used to pull out weeds by hand. Later 
we began to use hoes. Of course it 
was hard work. Farming is just plain 
hard work. It means being there when 
the weeds come up. A farmer cannot 
be lazy, and he must be strong. He 
must always be at his famling. " 

With traditional farmers , there is 
always the recognition that this is 
home. Santa Clara pottery artist 
Roxanne Swentzel] talks about the 

"Agriculture serves the community's 
needs, providing social cohesion, 

physical health, spiritual rituat and 
full stomachs. Despite the considerable 

factors working against them, these 
traditional practices 

will endure." 

rootedness of native peoples: 
"Western culture has this thing: if it 
gets hard, if life gets to be a struggle, 
they just pack up and move .... they 
never have to deal with the problems. 
With traditional cultures, because they 
are tied to a spot, a family and every
thing, somehow that 's the whole 
world. You can't leave it. Eve1ything's 
there, the spotlight is there. Whenever 
you hit a problem, you're going to 
have to go through it because you 
can't go anywhere ... you are at the 
center of the world.·· 

Famling can also be perceived as 
a political choice. ··The rhrear to our 
people is that if we don't use our 
water and land, they'll take it from 
us," said Clayton Brascoupe, who 
lives at Tesuque Pueblo. "But that's 
nor the real issue in farming. Every 
day we eat; that's the reason for farm
ing. Famling helps hold families and 
communities together. It is a political 
act. To be a sovereign people , we 
must feed ourselves." 

To achieve this end, Southwestern 
Indian farmers have bred diverse vari
eties of crops that are especially at
tuned to the pests and climate of this 
region, and will produce under mar
ginal conditions. This is not the case 
with modern crops, which have been 
engineered to all mature at the same 
time, and grow to the right height for 
mechanical harvest. 

A traditional fa1mer might also in
crease the odds for success by moving 
fields to different locations and plant
ing a variety of crops. A book on 

Navajo farming encourages this prac
tice: "(1) One crop can be ruined by 
bugs, weather, disease or low prices 
at harvest time. Bad luck does not 
usually fall on all the crops. (2) 
Different crops are planted and har
vested at different times. A farmer 
who plants just one crop needs many 
workers and machines at planting and 
harvesting times; but the rest of the 
time there is nothing for the workers 
and machines to do. With many 
crops, fewer workers and machines 
can keep busy most of the time." 

, ative peoples were very aware of 
how dependent life in the desert is 
upon rain, as is obvious in the many 
ways prayer for min was inco1porated 
in the regional religious life. Almost all 
Southwestern peoples have songs and 
ceremonies ro promote rain. As one 
Pima rain oration ends, "People must 
unite in desiring rain. If it rains their 
land shall be as a garden, and they will 
not be as poor as they have been." 

These traditional agricultures offer 
diverse means for making productive 
use of available water. The desert 
Southwest has spawned many dubious 
projects, such as nuclear-powered de
salination plants, and canals to deliver 
water to the Southwest from Alaska 
and Canada. In fact, one of these pro
jects is nearing completion, a $5 billion 
dollar project to pump water from the 
Colorado River 500 miles to Phoenix 
and Tucson. Originally intended to 
support desert agriculture, the water 
has turned out to be too expensive for 

continued on page 9 

Korosta Katzina Song 
Yellow buuerflies, 
Over the blossoming virgin com, 

With pollen-painted faces 
Chase one another in brilliant throng. 

Blue butterflies, 
Over the blossoming virgin beans, 

With pollen-painted faces 
Chase one another in brilliant streams. 

Over the blossoming com, 

Over the virgin com 
Wild bees hum! 

Over the blossoming beans, 

Over the virgin beans 
Wild bees hum! 

Over your field of growing corn 

All day shall hang the thunder-cloud; 
Over your field of growing corn 

All day shall come the rushing rain. 
-Hopi song translated by Natalie Curtis Rebecca Olson 



Organic Agriculture 
in Argentina 

BY JUAN-TOMAS REHBOCK 

Willow Trees on Bank of Lagoon 

This report is based on an article pub
lished in the Argentine weekly Noticias 
on July 18, 1993, by Maria Teresa 
Monesi; and on conversations with 
Guillermo Schnitman. 

L oss of soil fertility, soil erosion , 
hardpan and flooding are 
symptoms of agricultural mis

management in the fertile pampas 
(temperate grasslands) of Argentina. 
Soil protection has become wide
spread, with 1,000,000 hectares man
aged with zero tillage (no plowing 
under of undesirable plants). Unfor
tunately, po ·ing has been replaced 
hy heavy herbicide use. 

Only recently has organic agricul
ture made some inroads, as demand for 
ce1tified organic produce is on the rise. 

Singing ... continued.from page 8 
most fa1mers, and will instead produce 
more golf courses. 

Native farmers, on the other hand, 
have developed many creative, effec
tive and low-impact methods to grow 
crops in this land of little rain. They 
construct simple ditches from peren-

Singing 
Up The Corn 
Evening is falling. 
Pleasantly sounding 
Will reverberate 
Our songs. 

The corn comes up; 
It comes up green; 
Here upon our fields 
White tassels unfold. 
The corn comes up; 
It comes up green; 
Here upon our fields 
Green leaves blow in the breeze. 

Blue evening falls; 
Blue evening falls; 
Near by, in every direction , 
It sets the corn tassels trembling. 

"ll1e wind smcx:,thes well the ground. 
Yonder the wind runs 
Upon our fields. 
The corn leaves tremble. 
On Tecolote fields 
The corn is growing green. 

A pioneering Argentine organic farm is 
Las Palmeras, on 750 acres of formerly 
mediocre, flood-prone ranchland, in the 
watershed of the Rio Salado, 100 miles 
southwest of Buenos Aires. 

Guillermo A. Schnitman, a veteri
narian and consultant to the 
Argentine National Secretary of 
Animal Health, has been gradually 
improving Las Palmeras since 1982. In 
that time, the farm has become home 
to well-fed cattle, a lagoon stocked 
with fish, birds and wild animals (that 
haven't been seen in the area for over 
80 years), corn, medicinal herbs, aca
cia and pecan nut trees. No petro
chemical are u ed there, and all pro
duce is certified organic. 

On Las Palmeras the first step was 
to improve cattle management, by 
creating pastures and planting wind-

nial streams, use lines of rocks or 
brush to concentrate water in their 
fields, choose fields where water is 
naturally stored from the previous 
winter's snowpack, plant along 
washes and divert summer flood wa
ters to their plantings, place gardens 
beneath dripping springs, or build 

I came there, saw the tassels waving in the breeze, 
And I whistled softly for joy. 

-Papago (Tohono O'odham) 
corn songs, collected by Ruth Underhill KayMirocha 

breaks of casuarina (ironwood) and 
poplar trees. A 10 year production 
cycle was established: the pastures 
are grazed with tight rotation for five 
years, hay is made for two, and after 
deep tillage three cash-crop harvests 
are produced. The result has been a 
fourfold increase in meat production. 

The second step addressed flooding 
by building a two-acre lagoon and a 
system of canals. Schnitman recovered 
over 150 flood-prone acres by building 
levee roads and elevating the level of 
low-lying pasture with the excavated 
soil. The lagoon shore was planted 
with native willow trees, which cycle 
water very quickly, stabilize the shore
line by absorbing moisture , provide 
flood control, and make the soil more 
permeable. The lagoon is stocked with 
native fish, and is home to a rebound
ing population of migratory birds. As la
goon biodiversity increases and be
comes more complex, so does the vari
ety of beneficial insects and other bio
logical pest controls. 

The third step was to experiment 
with multiple production schemes. 
Mississippi pecan nut trees were 
planted 45 feet apart, allowing culti
vation in between. Once the trees are 
established, grazing cattle will benefit 
from their shade, and the land will 
benefit from more permeable, mois
ture-retaining soil. Schnitman is re
establishing rare native pampas trees 
in guilds. Guilds are designed, func
tional associations of trees that would 
not normally occur in nature, but 
which imitate naturally occurring as
sociations. * 
"waffle" gardens to conserve water. 

Traditional Indian agriculture sus
tains the health of the people who 
practice it. Southwestern Indians suffer 
from epidemic rates of adult-onset dia
betes, which was virtually unknown 
among these people less than 50 years 
ago. With the advent of government
provided commodity foods and easy 
access to grocery stores, desert plant 
foods are no longer a major part of 
daily fare. Desert plants are high in 
water-soluble fibers-gums, mucilages, 
pectins and other complex chemi
cals-that are used to trap and store 
water. Research has shown that desert 
food plants containing these fibers can 
help diabetes-prone indigenous peo
ple (and the rest of us, for that matter) 
keep their blood sugar normal. A diet 
high in these foods, combined with 
the healthy exercise of farming, can 
prevent or control diabetes. 

A NS/ S program promoting these 
foods has been well received by in
digenous peoples, probably because 
many elders have been telling us all 
along that Indian food is healthy 
food. Deescheeny Nez Tracy said in 
1977: "Until fairly recent years our 
cornfields were our life-givers. Corn 
was the main source of food. In fact , 
the farm was where most of our food 
came from-food that made us strong 
and healthy. But today . we have all 
kinds of useless foods; some are just 
imitations; many are harmful sweets 
and candies, pastries, sodas and so 
on. That is where people get different 
kinds of ailments-toothaches, stom
ach aches, colds, blood disease, high 
blood pressure, heart attacks and 
more. People should be aware of 

'''the First .Penna culture Course. in 
rhe §quthem Cone," (Argentina, 
tiruiuay, Parasuay, Bolivia and 
Chile) will tentatively be held in 
early 1992. at Las Palrneras. Spon" 
soring orgapizations, all .t11embers 
of the Environmental Liaison 
Centre foternational C~LCQ, are 
Guillermo Schnitman's ECOA
GROI. Reconciliarno§ con . la 
Tierra and Fundacion del Sur 
fr¢.t11 ;\rgentina, and the U.S.
based Friends ofthe. Trees. 

tl"),e intet-Ari:ierican teaching 
learn includes David Hammond of 
Alter-Tee from Berkeley/ 
Guatemala, Alejandra C.iha!lerq, a 
lan<'.hcape architect from Mexico, 
Jeff Mecham of Centro Interna
ciqnal Bo$ques 'fropicales fr¢.t11 
Ecuador, Michael l?ilarski, Guill
ermo Schnitman, and several .Ar
ge;ntine guest .speakers, including 
five.µative. people on fellowships. 

There are 10 slots reserved for 
international srudent.'), at a fee of 
US $750. This includes instrnction, 
handouts, room and board, field 
trips around Buenos Aires, and 
transportation between the 
International .Airport in Buenos 
Aires and Las Palmeras. Round 
trip. airfa.r~ from the. U.S. to 
Arget;ttina iS around $900. The 
cqur$e will 1;>e taught. in Spanish, 
'with help Jor non-Spani$h spe-ak
et§r and will be accredited with 
Bill .MolliS0n'S lnternrttional Per
rnaculture Institute in Tyalgum, 
Australia. Dates are tentative. 

FOR MORE INFORMATION 
CONTACT: 
Michael Pilarski 
Friends of the Trees 
Box.10<54 
Tonasket, WA 98855 
voic@.& FAX (509) 485~2705 
]tiarfliromas Rehbock 
339 Connecticut St. 
San Francisco, CA 9410.7 

. ~) $26-7873, 
-8759 

what is happening today. The Nava
jos may have to go back to their na
tive foods to survive. That would 
mean working our farms again and 
gathering native foods, like seeds, 
berries and roots." 

Anthropologist Ruth Underhill 
(1938) described Papago (Tohono 
O'odham) planting methods in use 
early this century, and told us how itn
portant singing was in the process: 
"Now the corn will come up 'like a 
feather headdress' and the beans will 
come 'singing together.' But not with
out help. Night after night, the planter 
walks around his field 'singing up the 
com.' There is a song for com as high 
as his knee, for corn waist high, and 
for corn with the tassel forming. 
Sometimes, all the men of the village 
meet together and sing all night, not 
only for the corn but also for the 
beans, the squash and the wild things." 

Traditional farmers have been 
singing through the long night of the 
cultural invasion of the Southwest
the dawn's light will find them still 
singing, and the com still growing. * 
Kevin Dahl is Associate Director for 
Native Seeds/SEARCH (2509 N. 
Campbell #325, Tucson, AZ 85719). 
Ralph Sullivan is studying environ
mental ethics at Prescott College. 
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AFallFair 
intheSlocan 
Valley, 
British Cdumbia 
BY]OHRuss 

W hile many Slcx.an Valley garden
ers had felt dL'iappointed during 
the summer of 1993--a year that 

broke long-standing records for wet and 
cool summer days--in the end, our gardens 
were generally quite productive. Such was 
d1e chit chat and evidence at the Southern 
Slocan Valley Community Exchange 
(SSVCE) Fall Fair. 

Relieved to wake up on September 18 
to blue sky and a visible sun, people con
verged-arriving by car, truck, bicycle or 
on foot-to set up the marketplace. 

The overall turnout was heartening, 
and included people of all ages-from in
fants to grandparents. 

We gathered early on a Saturday 
morning in Peny Siding, on the field sur
rounding a building that in d1e 1950s had 
served as a one-room schoolhouse. The 
Threads Guild, as the building has been 
renamed , has served for a number of 
years as a communal workshop for local 
alternative-community weavers, and often 
as a meeting place for environmental ac
tivist'i. The yard around it is a great meet
ing place, too, when the weather's warm. 

In the early afternoon we held a gar
den produce contest. Categories included 
"biggest," "most unusual " and "most es
thetically interesting and grooviest. " 
\X'hen we looked at the entries (all or
ganic,. a timeless pageant undoubtedly 
urfaced in the mind-, of all the gardeners 

pre~nt: the hand-preparation of the soil, 
the watering and weeding, the nurturing 
devotion and the expectations-all en
folded by nature into the end result, 
whether pumpkin, Hubbard squash, car
rot or cucumber. The good Earth. 

The food booths customary for any 
autumn celebration were in evidence, of
fering garden produce, fruit , baked goods, 
confections and juice. Inside the Threads 
Guild building organizers had brewed tea 
for anyone who wanted it. Two story
tellers entertained the children, and de
light was the spirit of the day. Surrounded 
by acoustic music and vistas of conifer
carpeted slopes of the Southern Selkirk 
Mountains, smiling sellers peddled tex
tiles, hand-woven rugs, basketry and 
snowshoes made from local materials, 
handmade dolls, herbal powders and tinc
tures (locally grown or gad1ered), peren
nial-flower bedding plants, handmade 
soap and jewelry. Booths stood side-by
side with tables and blankets on the 
ground. There were also people offering 
miscellaneous second-hand goods, spank
ing-new cookware, environmentally 
friendly cleaning products and valuable 
services, such as small-engine repair. 

It was a rather unusual marketplace, 
because the majority of the sellers were 
willing to accept "Clams" as readily as 
dollars. The SSVCE is a Local Exchange 
Trading System (LETS), a term coined by 
B.C. computer programmer and commu
nity-exchange theorist Michael Linton. A 
LETSystem is a network established to en
able exchange utilizing credits (ours are 
called "Clams"). Credit account<; are main
tained for people via computer. A seller 
sets her/ his own rates for goods or ser
vices, more or less as though in dollars, 
and can take money as part of the pay
ment if s/ he wishes. This allows flexible 
transactions .among many people, rather 
than restricting exchanges to one-to-one 
barter. 

Two of the chief virtues of a 
LETSystem are that it enables exchange 
when money is in short supply, and it 
keeps local energy local, instead of drain
ing it away into the big world. Social an
thropologist Lucy Mair once offered a use
ful definition of economy: "How people 
get their livelihood, what sources of food 
they have, what use they make of the nat-
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o~ 1 ....... - -~v 
ural_ resources of ~ ,::..s' PO ,-Jo~ Right in front 
their environment, «:, 1-, of my house , the 
how labor is organized and neighbors have a whole in-
tasks distributed ... " tegrated farm, including chickens, a pig, a 

We are attempting to see our own pond full of fish and water vegetables, a 
economy in this light. Federally-issued dry vegetable garden and fruit trees all 
currency often being in short supply, we within a small lot. We don't have garbage 
don't wish to restrict the notion of "econ- collection and there is no waste treatment 
omy" as having reference only to cash. plant yet in Hanoi , so we dump all 
That's the practical side of things. There is kitchen waste in the back garden and in a 
also an important philosophical gesture in few days it 's almost completely gone. 
all this: a consumptive over-use of re- Human waste gets picked up in buckets 
gional resources, in the desperate en- and taken out of town to fertilize farms. 
deavor to accumulate federal currency, is However, this practice causes intestinal 
devastating to local natural systems. worms in 95 percent of the people 

If there was a theme to our Fair, other around Hanoi. 
than joyous thanksgiving for the harvest, It's true that d1ese concepts of repair, 
it would have to have been "getting to recycle and re-use , second nature for 
know the community better. " Our region, Hanoians, are actually just matters of prac
d1e West Kootenay (in the Upper Colum- ticality and survival, due to pove1ty, the 
bia River System) has been experiencing difficulty in obtaining goods, and the gen
an influx of alternative-lifestylers rivaling era! lack of modem technology and infor
the tremendous influx of the early 70s. mation. But it would be good to recog
Consequently, community building has nize the value in some of these practices 
been one of the prime purposes of the and encourage local leaders to include 
SSVCE. Gardeners who had never chatted them in plans far the coming rapid and 
before compared notes at the Fair, musi- large-scale development. 
cians who had never played together Hanoi is beautiful and still feels like a 
jammed. Our Fair was organized by small town-that is, a crowded small town. 
SSVCE steering committee members Heidi The roads are packed with bikes always 
Warrington and Nina George, both rela- bumping into each other and knocking 
tive "newcomers" to the Valley, though each other over, and there are hardly any 
very dear members of our community. stop lights yet, so all intersections are a 

The year-and-a-half-old SSVCE, with maze of weaving vehicles. There are lots 
about 60 members at the start of the Fair, of trees everywhere and several beautiful 
was up to about 85 by the end. We've en- lakes throughout the town. Every night I 
visioned 100 members as ideal for our go running at 6 p.m., just as the sun is set
system. A larger number might result in a ting, around one of the big lakes with 
weakening of face-to-face acquaintance running trails. Nighdife is kind of lacking 
among the members. and of all-in1portant but if you·re resourceful. ,·ou can make 
faith. That any monetary y rem operate:, life int~resting. Luckily. I also enjoy ray
on faith is obvious. So does any healthy ing home and reading and writing, and 
community. there's always more Vietnamese language 

There is at present another LETSystem to study. People generally go out to small 
in the northern portion of our 67-mile- dark cafes, which are everywhere. usually 
long vaUey. If our own grows too large, lit by tring of Chrisrma -type lights. 
we will probably recommend that another which I find charming. They sen·e smaU 
be formed locally. Then, perhaps, we'd al- espresso- ize cup of strong but sweet 
ternate the honor of hosting the annual black coffee in little bowls surrounded by 
Fall Fair. But as someone who has lived hot water (to keep the coffee hot). It must 
here almost continuously for over twenty be wonderful in "-"inter. 
years, I feel strongly that we must con- Other than cafes, we usually go to 
tinue to nurture a Fall Fair-d1e social and each others' houses to drink beer and eat 
cultural fruit of our yearly efforts that is spring rolls or whichever fruit is in sea
open to all valley inhabitants. son. One of the best things about living 

Report from 
Hanoi 
BY LINZY EMERY 

H anoi is interesting as a model for 
Green Cities because it still has 
many elements that we try to 

promote in the U.S. Almost everyone goes 
around by bicycle (and now increasingly 
minibikes), and goods are transported by 
cyclo, which means the air is still very 
clean. I've been amazed by Vietnamese 
resourcefulness with re-using and recy
cling. Appliances, tools and electric fans 
are almost never thrown away, and if they 
are people dig them out of the garbage, 
fix and resell them. A small bicycle tire re
pair enterprise can consist of someone sit
ting on the street curb with an old pump 
that 's been so improvised and repaired 
you can barely recognize it, and a pot of 
water for detecting leaks, waiting for pass
ing bicyclists. Other free-marketeers sell 
cups of tea and single cigarettes. Due to 
the low level of manufacturing, packaging 
is almost non-existent. People use leaves 
to package fresh foods or flowers, and 
grass to tie it up. Garbage is literally hand
sorted on the street and every piece has 
value, from flimsy plastic bags (which are 
spread out over the sidewalks to dry out) 
and broken pieces of plastic and glass to 
rotting food, flowers and tree branches, 
which are carted away to make compost. 
Instead of refrigeration, animals and fish 
are sold alive at the market, and kept that 

_ way right up until the time they will be 
cooked. Groups of chickens and ducks 
are always hanging upside down from bi
cycle b,andlebars. 

here for me is the healthy food. 
Everything is fresh and in the north, at 
least, very simple and light. Regular meals 
(as opposed to restaurant or party food) 
usually consist of several dishes, like fish, 
tofu, egg and various kinds of vegetables, 
shared together over rice. After the meal 
you drink a warm brothy soup, made of 
the water which steamed or boiled the 
vegetables, with a few greens, fish, egg 
and rice remaining in your bowl. This is 
in place of soft drinks or juices, and I 
loved it after I got used to it. It goes better 
with the meal and is full of the vitamins 
that we often pour away. Dessert is al
most always the fruit in season. Hanoi 
usually only has one at a time and you 
eat it constantly until the season ends. My 
body has felt really good here and I hope 
to cook like mis when I return to the U.S. 

A Bioreg ional 
Movement 
in Australia? 
BY CAM WALKER 

A ustralia has a broad-
based and powerful environ
mental movement. A noticeable 

trend is the attempt to define what it 
means to live here. There are a few 
groups mat identify themselves as biore
gionalist (such as the Manning River 
Bioregional Association in NSW or the 
Yarra Yarra Bioregional Network in 
Victoria), but given the low profile of 
bioregional thinking in Australia , many 
people simply haven't been exposed to 
the concept. However, their day-to-day 
lives and organizing activities operate 
within a framework that is responsive to 
place. Local and community self-reliance, 

matched with an 
ever-growing respect for place, makes 
sense when you look at the damage 
caused by our attempts to compete on 
the world market. 

There are few bioregional magazines, 
no national gatherings or congresses, and 
very few local groups. Among green ac
tivists, the word bioregion conjures up 
vague images, and few people at present 
utilize the word or concept in their cam
paigns or organizing. 

Australia operates as a Third World 
countty in the regard that it expo1ts many 
resources in the least value-added form. 
The human population is mostly squeezed 
onto the coastal side of the ranges on tl1e 
eastern seaboard. We are continually de
stroying valuable agricultural land (a 
scarce resource in this d1y, flat country) by 
establishing low density suburbs. We are 
only now learning to appreciate the origi
nal vegetation instead of always trying to 
replace it with a re-created Europe. We 
need to take a long and hard look at how 
and what we produce at home, tl1e fair
ness of our trading relationships with 
other countries, and tl1e nature of our in
ternational politics. Australia is edging to 
increase its sphere of influence in tl1e Asia
Pacific region, while ignoring massive 
problems at home. 

In 1993 , we have a huge green 
movement (the combined membership is 
bigger than the two main political par
ties) which is increasingly bogged down 
in "dialogue" with government and busi
ness. At the same time we are suffering 
serious recession. and industry is spend
ing millions of dollars to convince the 
public that en\'ironmental considerations 
will ha,·e to take second place to eco
nomic ones. In rural areas, where biore
giona l groups are most likely ttr-:rrt 
(because people are in more direct con
tact with the natural world and more af
fected by ecological destruction), indus
try has worked hard to place wedges be
tween communities dependent on re
source utilization and those practicing 
reinhabitory lifestyles. 

There are, however, many promising 
developments, one of the strongest 
being Landcare. Landcare groups involve 
new settlers as well as traditional farmers. 
Activities revolve around identifying 
problems (erosion, salinity, etc.) and de
veloping strategies relevant to the local 
situation. Funding is available, although 
the work itself is voluntary and locally 
controlled. Landcare is especially valuable 
because it gets people thinking about 
natural systems, and motivates them to 
solve their own problems rather than re
lying on some government "expert. " 

Partly (though not completely) con
nected with Landcare is the rise of huge 
revegetation programs, which attempt to 
repair the damage of 200 years of 
European land-use practices. Revegetation 
projects are helping people realize the 
specialness of their particular place. 
Cultural festivals that are bioregional in fla
vor, if not name, are occurring where 
revegetation is supported by strong com
munity networks. Such is the case with the 
seasonal celebrations held on the Merri 
Creek in suburban Melbourne in Southern 
Australia. This is fertile ground for biore
gionally inclined groups and individuals to 
"spread the word" to potential converts. 

There is a third movement that gives 
a political and cultural perspective to the 
ongoing development of Australian 
bioregionalism: grassroots, community
based environmentalism. These people 
are already working on issues, and many 
are developing strategies that go beyond 
saving patches of forest or stopping 
harmful developments. 

It would be more efficient to encour
age activists working within these move
ments to adopt bioregional perspectives 
rather than attempt to create a new 
movement. Bioregionalism can be seen 
as a framework that defines the green/ 
social change/cultural work we do rather 

continued on page 11 



Australia ... continued from page 10 
than an enc.I in itself. Given the present 
recession , there is slow hut marked 
growth of self-help and community ven
tures. These areas are fertile ground for 
our vision of recreating human culture 
within natural ecosystems. 

There is now a nationally based biore
gional journal for Australia: !11hahil. It is 
too early yet to say if this will have any 
impact on the thinking of the broader 
green/ social change networks, but it ap
pears that this would he the element of 
society which would he most open to 
hioregional ideas initially. There are plans 
to call the first continental congress in a 
year's time. There could well he a strong 
hioregional movement in Australia within 
5 years if we take advantage of the cur
rent changes in people's thinking, and can 
encourage the involvement of those peo
ple who are already working for a more 
fulfilling, equitable and sustainable world. 

,,...,,,.,.~ 
Great Lakes ,at' · \' 
Bioregional / .,,1,\ • ~ 'J 
Congress \ . \ ~ 
BY BEATRICE BRIGGS \~j) 

T he first h1oreg1onal 
Congress ever held in a city took 
place in Chicago (the Wile.I Onion 

Uioregion), September 16-19, 1993. Over 
250 people pa1ticipatec.l in this Great Likes 
Bioregional Congress, which featured field 
trips, "real work" experiences, workshops, 
ceremonial circles, plenaries and cultural 
exchanges. A Saturday night pow-wow at 
the American Indian Center attracted an
other 150 people from the local commu
nity for a hioregional buffet, drumming 
and dancing. 

The Congress was headquartered at 
the International Conference Center in 
Uptown, which provided affordable dor
mitory space , abundant tasty food, and 
plenty of space for our large gatherings 
and breakout rooms. To make the facility 
"ours" for the weekend , we hung banners 
hearing the GLBC fish logo, and gave the 
meeting rooms bioregionally appropriate 
names like "Valparaiso Moraine," "Vernal 
Pone.I, " "Cattail Marsh ," "The Dunes," "Oak 
Savanna·· and "'.\'orth \X'cvxls ·· _ te-.il ,-..-ere 

?-""""-!iii►--,...,-~,.,-the -0~ Prdttie Dining Room. 
The Watershed Cafe was a special place 
for socializing over snacks of fruit, pastry 
and beverages. 

The main hall. which ser\'ec.l as base 
camp for registration, infom1ation tables, 
the GLBC bazaar and two plenaries, came 
complete with five pillars. Rather than 
treating these as obstacles, we wrapped 
each in muslin , on which an outline of 
one of the Great Lakes was drawn. Over 
the weekend, people contributed to this 
art project, drawing flora and fauna of 
their local region, hanging totem objects 
from home, and otherwise deepening 
their identification with these precious in
land seas. 

The Congress began Thursday evening 
with an imaginative welcoming ceremony 
to the Lmd of the Wild Onion. Event~ in
cluded improvisational acting and singing. 
Singer/ song-writer Jim Scott followed with 
an hour of mellow vocals and guitar play
ing, soothing the nerves of tired travelers 
and harried organizers alike. 

Friday morning opened with an invo
cation of the spirits of the four directions, 
individual introductions by watershed, a 
brief review of the principles of consen
sus, and acceptance of the Congress 
agenda. Following this, five experienced 
Congress-goers (Stephanie Mills, Whitney 
Smith, Bruce Hinkforth, Davie.I Haenke 
and Susan Rans) served as resource peo
ple to the whole group, answering such 
questions as "What is a bioregion'" and 
"What is the significance of bioregional
ism in an urban setting'" 

After lunch, lee.I by knowledgeable 
"native guides," participant~ went by foot, 
public transit and car pool, to learn how 
the daily challenges of community-build
ing are played out in Chicago neighbor
hoods. They discovered beauty, biodiver
sity, history and hope in unexpected 
places. Others stayed at the Congress 
headquarters to attend workshops rang
ing from "NAFTA and its effect on the 
Great Lakes" to. "Neon Street: A Program 
for Runaway and Throwaway Youth." 

That evening brought an explosion of 
"wild culture," with a play tracing the 350 
million year histo1y of the Great Lakes in 
eight action-packed minutes, a riveting 
retelling of the Universe story 05 billion 

Scoop Nisker, Peter Berg and Peter Coyote 
Sing "Happy Birthday" 

PLANET DRUM FOUNDATION'S 

20m Bm.TIIDAY BASH 

W ith the coming of the Autumnal Equinox, Planet Drum 
Foundation entered its 20th year of existence, and cele

brated the event at San Francisco's Fott Mason. 
More than 500 attendees filled the enormous Festival 

Pavilion, exploring a variety of booths promoting ''Things you 
can do that really work," including recycling, organic produce, 
and even valet bicycle parking for an auto-free San Francisco. 
Taking the main stage, Planet Drum founder Peter Berg wel
comed the crowd, then quickly turned the spotlight over to the 
MCs actor Peter Coyote and radio personality Scoop Nisker. The 
pair took turns introducing the procession of guest speakers who 
kept the audience simultaneously enlightened and ente,tained. 

Jeny Mattien, a "poet laureate" of the Shasta Bioregion. began 
by reading a selection of poems ranging from pieces on a threat
ened dune system. to the relationship bet\Yeen ea,thquakes and 
the people \Yl10 shake abo\·e them. One theme he returned to 
throughout hi~ reading perhaps best summed up what the event 
~•,as all about: ··\Xhat happens to d1e land could happen to you:· 

Author Stephanie Mills stated that bioregionalism is about 
constants, not trencls (,vhich often undermine otherwise sincere 
environmental movements), and emphasized the necessity for 
self-leadership among people, not centralized government out 
of touch with individual bioregions. Publisher Malcolm 
Margolin cited Native Americans as the original bioregionalists, 
who posses a knowledge of place we would do well to learn 

from. He was followed by eco-rappers 2wo Dominatorz, describ
ing ecological conditions in the inner city. 

Eco-feminist Starhawk read the opening passage from her latest novel. 7he Fifth Sacred Thing. offering a positive visiona,y alterna
tive to the modern corporate-controlled world. After the reading, she inspired the throng by softly beating a shamanic drum and invit
ing surprisingly powerful and quieting sho11 meditations on what audience members felt was most valuable to them and how they 
could preserve and defend those things. · 

Ga,y Snyder read some poems that have become milestones in ecological consciousness and noted that, while no one attending 
would in their lifetimes witness the "culmination of bioregionalism,"· ne\'ertheless it is the right direction for the entire planet. 

Well into the evening Peter Berg re-emerged onstage, offering a list of model proposals for the next 20 years. He noted how ridicu
lous it was to use Sierra snowmelt and springwater for toilets, when recycled graywater would do just as well; called for digging up half 
the streets in San Francisco and replacing them with community orchards; and irreverently noted d1at "Memorial Day" should be abol
ished in favor of "First Salmon Day," paying homage to the Shasta Bioregion totem fish who annually journey through San Francisco Bay. 

After a rendering of "Happy Birthday," followed by generous servings of cake and ice-cream for all in attendance, the evening came to a 
close wid1 d1e outrageous humor of Latina comic Marga Gomez, and dancing to d1e sens1.1ous polyrhythrnic music of Batuc:aje. Mark Miller 

Here are some 
selections from the 
birthday greetings 

Dear Peter and Judy and all at Planet Drum: 

\X'e wish to hm·e 1, >ts of mi ,ne) 1 take the plane to be with both of you 
at the party of your 10th :mnin~f',;lry. 

Planet m received. 
It" a planeuri.m party and in thi,, ".<n.---e we are not o far. we \\ill be 

'\\·ith you and all your friends tomorro'I\-. cb.ncing . . milin'.?. harin __ IO\ m.c
you. 

Fridav '>ept. 24 

De-.ir Drurnhng,-,, 

Greetings! 

What else can we say? Except that we miss you, we would like to 
have many days to talk with you and share many, many wonderful 
things. 
~ e 

---em .md furure. 
mains enriched 

an prtc-
re generati, ,n::,. Our planet re

a lm-ely. happy and useful reso-

Congratulations , Adulation, Celebration, 
Shasta Nation! (a chant) 

nance of the universe. 
We wish you the best fortune to continue your ,ab . that is also ours. 
!Long life for the Green Revolution' 

From Bioregional Project, 
Ozark Nation, Haenke c.lel Panky. 

Most magnificent 20 years 
Where you steers 
BR movementeers 
By brain and funstuff without peers 
The dust all clears 

Oh I'd love to be with youse 
A party to be matched by fews 
A peak experience, Lsnooze, I lose! 

Alfonso Gonzalez Margot Aguilar 
Grupo de Estudios Ambientales, Mexico, 
D.F. ,Valle de Mexico Bioregion 

Friday, Sept. 25th 

Dear Peter. Judy and all Planet Drummers! 

Here in the mid-turtle, a tear, some blues. 
I'm thinking of you, send some news 
Meanwhile my thoughts will cruise 

In the 20 year anniversa1y of Planet Drum, please accept our deep con
gratulations and our encouragement to continue enlightening with your 
shining example. 

From the other side of the Atlantic Ocean, on the Mediterranean 
Basin, a group of Catalonian Bioregionalists are present in spirit with 
your/ our celebration. To the 20 drum party, hullabaloos 

To all o' you big hugs 
& kisses from my pugly mug 
& this my wishez 
Here & anon 
for 20 more, Carry on! 

years in 10 minutes!) , songs, poetry, the 
moving genealogy of a man whose family 
has lived in Illinois for five generations, 
and an impassioned reading about C'1aos 
and Eros, accompanied by equally impas
sioned drumming. An amazing group of 
20 high school students from Detroit pro
vided what was for many the highlight of 
the evening, as they led us in the creation 
of a "trust circle." 

Saturday morning most participants 
headed out for hands-on experiences at 
Lake Michigan (to collect, catalogue and 
sort over 800 pounds of trash at Montrose 
Beach), Lincoln Park (to mulch 120 trees), 
the Chicago River (to assist in river clean
up), Miami Woods (to help restore a tall
grass prairie-oak savanna), and the Loop 
(to scrub a huge sculpture by Jean 
DuBuffet in front of the State of Illinois 
Building). Others stayed put, choosing from 
workshops such as "Prehistoric Earthworks 
Around the Great Lakes," "Co-Housing and 
Eco-Villages ," and "Demilitarizing Our 
Schools." Afternoon workshops included 
Indian treaty rights, eco-feminism, environ-

Warm greetings, 
Josep Puig Crev Forer 
Altemativa Verda, 
Barcelona, Catalonia 

mental racism, ecological economics, sus
tainable agriculture, and creating eco-rituals 
and bioregional calendars. 

The Saturday night pow-wow was for 
most the high point of the Congress. The 
Food Committee created a sumptuous 
feast of baked squash, rice pilaf, chili, 
cornbread, fry bread, salad and apple 
crisp, using mostly locally-grown, organic 
ingredients. The large turnout from the 
Native American community brought a 
cultural sharing that, as far as we know, 
was unprecedented at bioregional gather
ings. Joining together in the "all tribes" 
dances , which more than justified the 
months of work and preparation. 

Sunday morning we gave brief re
ports of various field trips, real work ex
periences and workshops, and engaged 
in a group evaluation of the whole 
Congress. It was the consensus of the 
Congress to try to hold the next GLBC in 
Ontario in 1995. 

Before parting we formed a human 
map of the Great Lakes watershed, and 
made vows to continue our commitment 

and learning. The closing circle ended 
with a spiral dance, after which we shared 
one last meal before heading home. 

As this brief description illustrates, a 
city can be a great place to have a biore
gional Congress. First of all, many of the 
relevant issues and people who are con
structively addressing them are readily at 
hand. Secondly, an urban location dra
matizes the fact that cities are in biore
gions, and that urban realities are a cru
cial dimension of the bioregional move
ment. Seeing the courage, imagination 
and persistence of city people, rebuild
ing their communities in pursuit of eco
logical sustainability and social justice is, 
according to the "country mice '' in atten
dance, amazing, inspiring, and .. rather a 
relief. 

The Congress was recorded by a vol
unteer crew from Earth Network, a local 
nonprofit organization. If you missed 
GLBC '93, be sure to catch the video. 

Correspondence and video orders should 
be directed to: Beatrice Briggs, 3432 
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READS & READS & READS 

Bounil,aries of Home 
EDITED BY DOUG ABERLEY 

NEW SOCIETY PUBLISHERS 

Box 189, GABRIOLA ISLAND BC 

CANADA VOR lXO 
$9.95 U.S./$11.95 

T here has 
been a 
real need 

for an authorita
tive guide to the 
mapping of one's 
bioregion. Be
sides providing an 
eye-orening and 
absorbing project, 
this can be a 
strongly empow
ering exercise on 
at least three lev-

els: it delimits a geography for carrying 
out the broad work of reinhahitation; it 
declares a natural terriloty that is indepen
dent of political boundaries; and it estab
lishes a touchstone for inspiring cultural 
representations that can rronounce a life
place with convincing measures of au
thenticity. 

B01111daries o.f Home was conceived to 
provide this long-desired tool. Editor 
Doug Aberley sees bioregional mapping 
as an aid for a wide social movement that 
includes not only indigenous and ethnic 
place-located grours, hut also people "as
serting their aspirations for political and 
economic regimes that mix the best of all 
their origins." That could he a very large 
portion of any area 's population. "Imagine 
this," Aherley invokes. "In the town hall 
of your community a large atlas that de
clares ·home· in a great ,·ariety · ,f ,, ..l\ 
pn miflt'ff , <l , pl!\ ect ii ILi., er. nun-

rt'd _ _ I dernc: _ uch - .1 1-

mate. ,.oil-... t, ,r,, ..1nu launa. hhtonc 
,..,_---------- pl-a .-, wine.I pattems ... Every-year or se 

, , ,ur C(ltmnunit\· updates the atlas. grow
m _ an er la) er. .elder, are im ·ited to 
, pe:ik· e:ich map .. there .. Ire songs. dances 

.. mu ,,·~ .. ,id t ,rie, ... it is entertainment and 
celebra tion on one level , on another ... vali
dation of larger community potential and 
purpose. This is the role mapping plays in 
the bioregional vision." 

Contributors include a \\'ide !!eo
graphical range of mostly :'\ortl1 Americ:m 
cartographic act i, ish \\ ho p re.sem both 
city and country p e rspecti, es. Each is 
,,orth reading, and together they convey 
an impression that the need for ecological 
s ustainability is rromrting profound 
changes in overall perceptions of place. 

One cautionary observation: some 
contributors exhibit an uncritical enthusi
asm for geographic information systems 
(GTS) technology that may be misleading 
for someone new to sophisticated forms 
of mar-making. GIS computer data bases 
can provide a seemingly complete body 
of information , from sources that range 
from old records and scenic photos to 
satellite images. But there are great differ
ences between in-the-air sensing from 
space and on-the-ground experiences of 
direct particirants. 

This is especial ly true for purposes of 
restoring and maintaining eco-systems. 
Knowing a general mix of vegetation as 
recorded by a satellite. for example, can 
never he adequate for determining what 
flora to plant at a unique spot on a spe
cific slope of a particular hill. Seasonal 
and historical changes, social influences 
and cultural understandings are other on-

. the-ground factors that need to be experi
enced to be understood. Writing in the 
October 1993 Geo 111/0 Systems, practically 
a GIS fan magazine, Nancy Tosta com
plains that "our vision is being blinded by 
the technology, and we're losing perspec
tive on how things really work and how 
people work together ... inhabitants affect 
the space's use and value, and the space 
affects their well-being. Their sense of that 
space is intimately tied up in their li ves, 
unlike the remoteness with our maps and 
images in the GIS." 

The most notable inclusion is by edi
tor Doug Aberley himself in a long chap
ter titled "How to Map Your Bioregion: A 
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Primer for Community Activists" which is 
so detailed and thorough that highly de
voted mappers will be amply employed 
using all of the techniques and frames of 
information that are presented. Readers 
with particular interests, who scan sec
tions of this chapter dealing with external 
and internal boundaries, economic struc
ture and local areas, are bound to find 
some new factors among dozens that are 
offered for consideration. 

Boundaries CJ/Home is a valuable ad
dition to the growing shelf of practical 
bioregional literature. Get a copy and find 
out new ways to express the basic con
tours of your life-place. This is the sixth 
book of New Catalyst's Bioregional Series, 
which is available by subscription. Please 
write New Society Publishers for more in
formation. 

Peter Berg 

Noah's Garden
Restoring the Ecology of 
Our Own Back Yards 
BY SARA STEIN 

HOUGHTON MIFFLEN, 

NEW YORK, 1993. 

$21.95 

/1.11 

°'J u•ant 11s as a cul
ture to depa,1 .from 
the old tradition of 
ei·aluating /a11d ac
cord i 11g to 1chat 
can he extracted 
from it as a com
modity or ah
s/ractedji-om ii as a 
soc ia I asset, and 
turn instead to
uard ,l •1ei, tradi-
11 11 ,f raluu1 , 

- - J.f3 Tero, 

T he word ·'bioregion" is nowhere to 
be found in this wonderful hook. 
However, it is probably the he t 

bioregional primer for re ide m of the 
Eastern Deciduous w· xlland: I ha,·e en
countered. It al~, ,-en-e-, a, a mode l for 
books which hould be ,nin e n abo ut 
each f che b10l~ic1I pro, ·inces which 
make up Turtle I !Jnd. 

.1r.1 ~rem telb the story of her own 
arri, al in to bioregional consciousness 
from the viewpoint of a middle class 
American family , describing the lessons 
she and her family learned on their pror
erty in Pound Ridge, New York. The inti
mate nature of this process, and its focus 
on one piece of land, is ideal for reaching 
reople in our suburban and exurban 
communities. 

At the same time, Stein does a won
derful job of gradually unfolding what T 
ha,·e come to call ·-che paradox of the uni
versal and the unique ." By exploring the 
pattern of life in this one unique place, 
she leads us to understand it in the con
text of the vast patterns of geological , 
evolutionary and historical time. She 
demonstrates that each of our various 
metes and bounds or leaseholds is funda
mentally a place, part of li\'ing systems. 
which we can choose to celebrate and en
hance or ignore and destro y. ,Yoah ·s 
Garden doesn 't explain any problem 
without suggesting simple, localized , posi
tive actions one can take to improve the 
situation. 

ln Colonial times, New York had been 
the breadbasket of America. Then at one 
point in the mid 1800s, many people left 
the region because of the difficulty in 
working the land. We joke around here 
about "rock farming, " the way that no 
matter how many times one clears a field , 
next spring it will have produced a 
bumper crop of boulders. It wasn't always 
so, and the progression from breadbasket 
to rock farming is a function of human in
tervention in the landscape. 

Stein speaks of how the journals of 
the first "boat people" noted a precipitous 
decline in the productivity of the land two 
years after its clearing, and explores the 
Jmpact on her prope1ty of erosion result
ing from this clearing and monocultural 
farm ing. She goes on to describe the im-

pact of this ac[lv1ty on bio-diversity, mi
gratory patterns , and the way water 
moves through the landscape. 

Having established this historical con
text, Noah 's Garden then describes the 
ways that we can inhabit the land in har
mony with regenerative processes. The 
book is full of very specific suggestions 
for how one can plan a landscape to as
sure bio-diversity, and provide food year
round for insects, birds, and other animals 
who share the Janel with us. There are 
even plans for birdhouses, and layouts for 
lartdscaping sub-divisions that include 
wildlife corridors. Stein also deconstructs 
the American fascination with lawns, ex
plaining their genesis in the culture of 
European royalty, and their true nature as 
monocultural deserts. Myriad alternatives 
for developing our yards are offered. 

Noah'.~ Garden describes with passion 
and elegance the webs of interdependence 
which our all-too-often blundering inter
ventions disrupt. There are explorations of 
the symbiotic relationships between plants 
and insects, and bet\veen those insects and 
various birds and animals. The book also 
explains the process of regeneration under
way in the region. It is somehow hea,ten
ing to know tha;: the topsoil is slowly re
building, and that the new growth forests 
are maturing to a point where species such 
as wild turkeys, coyote and porcupine can 
reinhabit the region. 

Stein is humble, inspired ,· poetic and 
sc ientific-all in good measure-and 
Soah ·s Garden is a pleasure to read , 
packed with solid information. It will be 
of interest to eve1yone from sophisticated 
gardeners, to those who have just bought 
their first quarter acre and have never 
worked with the earth before. It would be 
ideal for discussion circles exploring ecol
O!!y and b: re..: . na11 , m . .ind or,er, a 
m d methodol _\ for under, undm!! 

r ,~e-" . ..;Lt'-. ~ e .. en t.gh tn paruupare 
in shaping their fi.iture . 

Bice C Wilson, AJA 

Kill tbe Cou·boy 
BY - I-L\R.'.L\..' • .\P'r Re. ELL 

A DDL O'.\ WESLEY, 

i\EW YORI<, 1993 

$20 

I f you are look
ing for a com
prehensive and 

accessible survey of 
the "public lands 
grazing problem ," 
you won·t do better 
than Sharman Apt 
Russell's hook, Kill 
the Cowboy. This 
rancher - teacher
writer, grown up in 
the vast Sonoran 

and Chihuahuan d1ynesses of Arizona and 
New Mexico, understands that land use is
sues are expressions of places and cul
tures: that a merely political response to 
such issues is large flo tsam on the sea of 
historical upheaval and myth-in-transition. 

Russell opens the book with a sober
ing sutYey of the health of public lands. 
\'Xihen they are grazed, soil erosion is in
creased by 75 percent, riparian vegetation 
is devastated , water tables drop and 
wildlife suffers. Perennial grasslands are 
convened to brushy desert. Eighty percent 
of Western public lands are grazed 
through below-cost leases serving a mere 
23 ,600 permittees, providing only seven 
percent of the total forage and two per
cent of the total feed consumed by beef 
cattle in the contiguous United States. 

These are all symptoms of maladap
tive behavior that characterizes the hist01y 
of the invasion of western No1th America. 
Homesteaders and cowboys occupied a 
lot of territory very quickly , but don 't 
seem to have taken the time to learn to he 
anywhere for the long term. The good 
news is that nowhere is that histo1y much 
older than 150 years ; it is possible that 
sane (adaptive) cultural responses might 
yet be invented over a time span of no 
greater length. 

As the 19th century settlers of the 
West were cut loose in the wilderness, the 

seeds of a deeply divided American psy
chology were planted. Homesteaders 
found it necessary to rationalize an ex
istence that included the illusion of anar
chic freedom and noble self-sufficiency 
on one hand, and back-handed depen
dence on the beneficence and strength of 
the federal government on the other. 
These schisms of mind are still aprarent 
in the political behavior of the rural 
Westerner. 

Like it or not, contempora1y culture in 
the rural West is indivisibly linked to 
stock ranching, and stock ranching comes 
with a whole set of attitudes about free
dom, property and nature. Like any set of 
cu ltural attitudes, it imparts a sense of 
Goel-given certainty. The encl of public 
lands ranching in my own part of the 
countryside would affect exactly four incli
vicluals and their families. The general and 
widespread indignation that would result 
should those four grazing leases be can
celed would give you the impression that 
atrocities had been committed against tl1e 
general human population. 

This, according to Russell , is the cow
boy that must be killed: that body of atti
tucles, fa lse certainties, and shared illu
sions that prevents us from pursuing rea
sonable, locally adaptive behavior. There 
probably is a sane way to grow meat in 
the West. Grandiose posturing and gener
alized panaceas are probably not going to 
show us how to do it. 

The author carries her argument 
through sto,ytelling, and tl1ey are a great 
bunch of stories that ring true because 
you know characters like these in your 
own watershed , and heard these attitudes 
expressed in the bar just last night. She 
takes us through the fierce analyses of 
Denzel Ferguson and Lynn Jacobs. which 
find me ituation so bleak their solutions 
·end o be captured b,· slogans: ··:-,;o moo 
in '92. · ·Cattle-free b, ·93_ .. , he cleli\'ers a 
m e asure d re s onse to Al an Savory 's 
group. Holi«tic Re 

\' em>. \\h.tch , eem.-- to p< p c,p e,ef\'
·here. and tell. tl1e Tory of bra\'e forester 

Don Oman, whose resistance to the pm,,
erful ranching interests around the 
Sawtooth National Forest is a drama as 
stirring as any Hollywood horse opera. 

Russell finds her richest stories in the 
places where inhabitoty people-ranchers 
and en\'iros and restorationists and home
steaders new and old-are going through 
the pain of real communication, a process 
which requires each one to let go of a 
large piece of their body of preconcep
tions, so that the others can he heard. 

Rancher Doc Hatfield experiences an 
epiphany when he realizes, with true sor
row, that the environmentalists he's been 
dealing with have no lane! of their own 
to manage. "·Surely,' he remarks today, 
because the idea still strikes him, because 
he still feels sony, 'improving the Janel by 
law can 't be a vc1y emotionally satisfying 
experience."' 

Somewhere between engaging the 
paniculars of ecological systems and be
coming committed to the local human 
community, Steve and Nena MacDonald 
and tl1eir friends find the deepening pa
tience to continue planting willow poles 
in trashed riparian corridors. and to attend 
meeting after meeting after meeting. The 
writer finds heart in these stories , and 
takes us along with her. 

Sharman Apt Russell's writing style is 
a strong sort of inflected journalism, ac
cessible and factual hut ever revealing the 
inhabitant's passion. Kill the Cou-hoy is an 
endearingly warm book about a theme 
that is full of hard-to-swallow histories of 
mismanagement and ecocide. She has 
learned what many of us need to learn 
and learn again. Land management crises 
are inexorably driven by particulars as 
varied as places and populations them
selves. No land use prescription can be 
separated from the clay-to-clay attitudes, 
actions and relationships that combine to 
make up local culture. Who is better 
placed to engage these crises than those 
who are willing to dig in and take their 
chances on what they might learn through 
long-term reinhabitation7 

Freeman House 



WEAVING ALLIANCES 
NORTH AMERICA 
Pacific Coast: 
Publicarion: 
News.from Native Cal//i:m1ia 
Box 9145 
Berkeley, CA 94709 
Telerhone (510) 549-3564 
FAX (510) 549-1889 

A unique and entenaining quanerly mag
azine written and rroduced by California 
Indians and rhose close ro the Indian 
community. Each issue has lively 
columns and articles on an, upcoming 
evenrs, language, traditional skills, roliti
cal concerns and more. Beautifully de
signed, carefully rrinted, and illustrated 
with dozens of historical and contemro
rary rhotos, News.from Native California 
is not only a source of up-to-the-minute 
news, but also an important historical 
archive. 

The current issue features a 24-rage 
full color supplement on the regalia-mak
ers of the Klamath River area. The next 
issue will feature makers of traditional 
and modern California Indian games. 

Special Offer: News from Natiue 
Cal//omia is offering a srecial one-year, 
4 issue subscription to new subscribers 
for on ly $12.50, $5 off the regular sub
scrirtion rrice. Write to them for more 
information. 

Pacific Mountains: 
Sandy Bar Ranch 
Box 347 
Orleans, CA 95556 
Telephone (916) 627-3379 

Sandy Bar Ranch is located on the 
Klamath River in the heart or the Six 
Rivers National Forest. Ir is an ed uca
tional organization teaching regional his
tory, sustainable agricultures, and offer
ing hikes , workshors and activities 
weekends. 

··The Klamath _\lountain, are a (.(eo-
:-....,._.. ___ ""''""'.i,.,;~~ (_"Offlpiu111 l'J ,11e ot overlap tlc-

tween Norrh America's northern and 
southern forest. The Klamaths have been 
identified by the International Union for 
the Conservation of :-Sature a'> one of the 
seven areas of global hiologiGII si.~nifi
cance in the D.S. The area encompasse-. 
one of the largest tracts of remaining old
gr<m th forest in California." 

0 
utside the Planet Drum office 
there have been unusually vibrant 
spring wildflowers, soothing sum

mer fog , a fall garden harve~t with an 
abundance of tasty tomaroes and peaches, 
and early October rains giving way to a 
hot d1y Indian summer soon followed by 
the short days of winter. 

The diversity of the changing seasons 
parallels the multitude of events, presenta
tions and performances raken on by 
Planet Drum staffers. 

We lost long daylighr hours at sum
mer's end as well as valuable interns who 
had to return to college. Jenny Lee, Robin 
Spear and Ainslee Butler are missed, hut 
we continue to hear about rheir new ad
ventures. New intern Larry Diamond 
earnestly assists with many activities and 
also is working to develop a renewable 
energy workshop/ workday. Steady volun
teer Amhreen Husain is visiting from 
London and has taken on the mammoth 
task of updating over 140 participating 
groups' activities for the Green City 
Volunteer Network. 

To celebrate the autumnal equinox 
and twenty years of following the rhythm 
of the Earth 's drum, Planet Drum held a 
Shasta 13ioregional Celebration birthday 
benefit hash on Seprernher 26th. (See page 
lL) 

Peter Berg encouraged audiences to get 
active du1ing talks about bioregionalism and 
green cities at the Golden Gare National 
Recreation Area's Headland~ Center for the 
Arts, and at the University of Cali fornia at 
Berkeley. Judy Goldhaft gave her inspiring 

Publication: 
Cal/fomia Indian Basketweaver's 
Association Newsletter (CIBA) 
16894 China Flats Road 
Nevada City, CA 95959 
Telephone (916) 292-0141 
Contact: Sara Greensfelder 

'Through educational and artistic rrograms, 
networking and communication with envi
ronmental and governmental agencies, 
CIBA works to preserve and perpetuate 
California Indian hasketweaving traditions. 

"CIBA's efforts include working to in
crease California Indian access ro traditional 
cultural resources on public and tribal lan(l~; 
reduction of the use of pesticides where 
they affect gadierers; broadening communi
cations with other American Indian rradi
tional anisl~; and to work in a manner which 
respects our Elders and Mod1er Eaith." 

Contact people: 
David Mcfarlane, Walter Epp 
& Joanne McFarland 
5724 Fresno Ave. 
Richmond, CA 94804 
Telephone (510) 528-2109 

We are inrerested in starting a sustainable 
land-trust community, and are looking for 
people who want to participate. 

Basin and Range ~ 
Tierra Madre 
Correo 17 
San Miguel de Allende T" 
Guanajuato, 37700, Mexico J~~ 
Telephone (c+65) 21886 
Contact: Patricia Gonzalez 

The historic to\\ n of an .\liguel de 
Allende, 180 miles nonh of .\lexico Ci~. is 
experiencing a period of grmnh thar h,1-, 
resulred in unsustainable use of \\"arer ta
bles, a population that has doubled since 
1989, traffic congestion, garbage prob
lems , desertification and deforestation. 
Tierra .\ladre is devoted to the promotion 
ult. 

education rhroughour the bi-culrural com
munity of San Miguel de Allende, Guana 
juato, and the surrounding area. 

As a ne,Y bioregional grour, Tierra 
_\ladre i: , e~ inreresred in ne[\Yorking \\'ith 
other orc:.1mz:n1 ., ·Jn read of \\-orking 
alone. \\-e musr share our pmhlem, .md "°" 
lutions.·· 

·water Web·· dance at d1e annual meeting of 
the Envimnmental Act.ion Comminee of \Xfest 
Marin. They also gave members of die San 
Franci<;eo Elder Hostel a dlree day introduc
tion ro hioregionalism , and on rhe 
International Day of Peace, Peter spun tales at 
the Red Victolian Global Village Center in S:111 
Franci<;eo. 

Judy and Peter headed to die No1theast 
at die end of September for a fou1th annual 
speaking and presentation tour. The first 
stop was ar Bowdoin College in Maine , 
where a Ii.ill audirorium gatliered for Perer's 
talk and Judy's pe1fo1mance of "'\X'ater Web." 
While in Maine d1ey \\·ere able to help hosts 
Ga1y Lawless and Bedl Leonard finish hf1r
vesting a garden before d1e first frost. Tliey 
also had the rleasure of kayaking on 
Damarascota Lake among loons , eagles, 
great blue herons, and a curious heaver. 

The agenda in Westerly , Rhode 
Island, was ro conducr a mapping and 
hioregional workshop for rhe NorEaster 
Society. At the Community Unitarian 
Church in White Plains, New York, Judy 
and Peter participated in an entire day of 
activities put together by Bice Wilson, to 
introduce bioregionalism to residents of 
the Lower Hudson River and Long Island 
Sound watersheds. Thomas Beny gave a 
geologian's "sermon, " Judy performed, 
and Peter conducted a workshop. 

Next stop was at the Snug Harbor 
Cultural Center in Staten Island, to lead a 
workshop for a group of activists who are 
planning to stait a new bioregional group. 
The event was organized by Caroline 
Cutroneo, who attended last year's session 

Great Lakes: 
The Cottonwood Foundation 
Box 10803 
White Bear Lake, M 55110 

The Cottonwood Foundarion is a small, 
independent, non-profit funding group, 
founded in 1992. It was formed to provide 
financial support to grassroots organiza
tions that promote cultural diversity, pro
teer the environment, and empower peo
ple to meet rheir basic needs. It hopes to 
he a point of referral and funding for or
ganizarions thar share rhese inrerests. and 
is looking for groups that might be appro
rriate recipients of suppon. 

The Cononwood Foundation is all-vol
unteer. 90 percent of all contributions go 
directly into grants for selected organiza
tions. Less d1an 10 percent of a ll donated 
dollars are used for adminisrrarive and 
fundraising costs. Cottonwood accepts do
nations of any size to suprrnt irs effo1ts. 

Atlantic Coast 
NorEaster Society 
Box 1345 
Westerly, RI 02891 

"We are a non-profit community collective 
interested in the life, ecology, fo lklore, his
to1y, politics and conservation of our re
gion. We started the NorEaster Society in 
response to die reckless, unsustainable use 
and development of our barrier beach sys
tem. This is a place unique to rhe 
No1theastern Coast, with both sandy and 
rocky shoreline, chains of ferrile salt 
ponds, and numerous islands, bays and 
CO\'es. The coastline is relati\·ely unde,·el
oped. hut this is a critical time. A mall 
number of u g, ,r rogerher to eduC3te rhe 
communi~ .. and frc,m rhere took on rhe 
goab of researching. prorecting and resmr
ing a participato1y living experience in the 
wider biotic community and culture." 

Institute fo r Bioregional Studies 
c" 

Charlottl'.to\\ n, Prince Edward bland 
Canada CIA 8K3 
Telephone/FAX (902) 892-9578 

The Institute for Bioregional Srudies offers 
a three week residential program in 
Integrated Resource Management. Studies 
include: Socia l Ecology, Appropriate 
Technology. Em·ironmental Planning, 

at the Cathedral of St. John the Divine in 
Manhattan. 

Traveling by ferry to the Big Apple, 
Judy and Peter were awed by the hugely 
oversize moon, orange and looming as it 
rose o,,er the skyscrapers of the urban 
skyline. In Manhattan , the Learning 
Alliance and the Open Center collabo
rated to sponsor Judy's performance and 
Peter's "Ancient Future Culture" talk about 
bioregionalism in the 21st century. The 
following Saturday afternoon, Perer led a 
Gramercy Park workshop where partici
pants included a teacher and students 
from New York's new High School for 
Environmental Studies. 

Ar Brooklyn 's Park Slope Un ited 
Methodist Church on Indigenous People's 
Day (formerly Columbus Day), a packed 
house, including some state legislators , 
gathered to watch Judy perform "Water 
Web" and hear Peter's keynote address, 
followed by discussions with Dr. Barry 
Commoner, Sophia Johnson , Ann 
Sullivan, and Rob Young. 

Finally d1ey traveled dirough a gray-out 
rainstorm to their last stop, the First 
Susquehannock Bioregional Gadiering, pur to
gedler by Destiny Kina!. People and groups 
from all along rhe Susquehanna River at
tended, from d1e extreme no1thern uibutaries 
in New York State all rhe way down to 
Chesapeake Bay. Environmental activists, or
ganic fanners, representatives of local govem
ment agencies, and city and county planners 
all participated in discussions and a Planet 
Drnm-lecl workshop. 

Peter was soon off again ro Salt Spring 

Organic Agriculture and Communiry Self
Reliance. College credir is ava ilable. Send 
$5 for an information catalogue. 

EUROPE 
Publication: 
1:-'cology and Freedom 
Magazine of the Social Ecology Network 
c/o Crouch Hill Recreation Centre 
Hillrise Road. London N19 3PT. England 
Contact: Gideon Kossoff 

'" \X'e need in Britain to work ro reclaim 
our lost sense of ecological regionality. In 
particular, we need to recover rhe sense 
rhar we can play a creative role within the 
natural areas we inhabit. 

This is not a nostalgia-trip. We believe 
that new decentralising and labour-saving 
technologies-new forms of agriculture, 
textiles and energy use-should he used 
and sensitively adapted to regional ecolo
gies by the inhabitants of those regions." 

Contact Person: 
Dr. Roman Schweidlenka 
For rhe Earth-For Life-Working Circle 
Obersdo1f 35 
A-8983 Bad J\litterndorf, Austria 

ASIA & THE PACIFIC 
Asia-Pacific People's Environmem 
Network (APPEN) 
c/o Sahabat Alam Malaysia 
43, Salween Rd. 
10050 Penang, Malaysia 
Telephone (0-t) 3-5,05. 3-6930 

··o,·er the la:t few year-, our region has 
become a dumping ground for dan;er u 

\\ :i: te technologie . such a incineratton. 
Our main concern i the .1d, er---e effect_, -
mcmer.nion on hum,111 he-alrh and the en
,·ironmem. in ::iddirion to rhe fact rhat m
cineration discourage,-, pre,·enuon or mini
mization of wasres at the source. 

APPEN is in the process of collecting 
information on incine ration projects. We 

111,-c>h·ed. the length ol ume such pro1ecLs 
have been in existence, people·s protest et~ 
forts, etc. Any information on this issue 
would be greatly appreciated. 

Contacr Person: 
Kenichi Suzuki 
2-13-11-301 Kamimagaya 
Konan-Ku Yokohama, 233 Japan 

Island , in British Columbia. Canada, to 
give a talk and lead a workshop on locat
ing one's communiry in bioregional rerms. 

Our grareful appreciation ro e,·e1yone 
who has provided indispensable support 
for these activities by becoming ne\\· 
members or renewing their memberships. 
Many thanks also to Peradam Foundation, 
Richard and Rhoda Goldman Fund, Walter 
and Elise Haas Fund , Bill Graham 
Foundation , Haighr-Ashbury Neighbo
rhood Council , Levi-Srrauss Company, 
Esprit Foundation, BankAmerica Foun
dation, and Wallace Alexander Gerbode 
Foundation , for support of the ever-ex
panding work of Planet Drum and Green 
Ciry. Debbie Hubsmith 

ANNOUNCEMENT 
Poems for the Wild Earth , a biore
gional poetry anthology, seeks material 
that gives voice to particular places, 
species and cultures. Submissions 
should speak for the forest. desert, 
wind, wolf. tree stump, and the humans 
living deep within communities. It 
should represent as wide a range of cul-
tures and regions as possible. ., 

1his will be an active anthology, one that is 
to be of use, but no rants disguised as po
eny. If you want your poem to be consid
ered for W1.tD EAR.11-J magazine, please 
note that as well. 

Send material to: Ga1y Lawless, R.R. 1, 
Box 228, Nobleboro, ME 04555 
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GREEN CITY REPORT 

T he Green City Project is booming' 
Our plan to shoot for six work
<..lay/ workshops a year (up from 

three a year) is on track, with three al
ready behind us. The Senator Hotel 
Rooftop Garden in San Francisco's Ten
derloin District was completed in July, and 
as of the last visit with "Senator Slugs" 
(their garden club name) in late October, 
only a few annuals were on their way out. 
Everything else, including the residents, 
has taken well to the mile-in-the-sky 
haven of a garden. 

On an ongoing basis, Green City joins 
the San Francisco Conservation Corps ' 
Youth in Action program on Saturday morn
ings to sprnypaint stom1 sewers with English 
and Spanish "Protect the Bay ... Please Don't 
Dump" stencils. We also distribute multi-lin
gual flyers detailing where to take those 
not-to-dumpables. (All tools and flyers are 
provided by the SF Public Works 
Department). Our legal spraypainting posse 
attract~ a lot of neighborhood attention, and 
we especially appreciate it when volunteers 
like Jeff Westergard join us so we can bilin
gually spread "the word" about local water 
pollution. 

Next up was Green City's collabora
tion with Friends of Albany Hill and East 
Bay Citizens for Creek Restoration on 
December 11. Peter Berg (Planet Drum 
director), John Steere (director of 
EBCCR) and Gary Mason (Green City 
Gang member/eco-landscape architect) 
provided food for thought in the morn
ing. Then we spent the afternoon work
ing that food off on Albany Hill, clearing 
an oak grove choked with English ivy, 
cleaning up a creek, and picking up 
trash. Hopefully we gathered enough 
personpower at this event to engender a 
regular Albany Hill workforce. 

Workdays in planning stages include 
a garden project at a neighborhood com

the We em dd1 

a mu.1.u~u.rur.11. } .JUL'l Lenter that pro\·1cte:,, 
7"•••~-,,;:;:;;;a.-"41JiiiiiM:11· 1g hand-in-hand with recreational 

Sixth Turtle Island 
Bioregkma/, 
Gathering 
TIBG VI will .be hosted by the central 
Ohip Rivet Biqregion Sunday, Augu$t 
14th through Sunday, August 21st, 1994 
at Camp Pioniingo 30 niileq west of 
Louisville, KY on the bluffs of the Ohio 
River. Volunteers are urgently needed. 

The. Gathering features an un
precedented format: 2 1/2 days of 
community building, followed by a 
plenary where all participants will de
cide the character and course of the 
rest of the week. Folks are encour
aged to establish special places/ 
spaces for varjous interest and actiYir 
ties such as: musk making, indigenous 
peoples, peimac'ltlture, silence, council 
gwunds•for various bioregions. 

Brochures willbe sentoLir around 
March 1st. For more infonnati6n c.'bn
tact Shepard Hendtieks9n, '.341 N. 
Hamilton, lndianapolig, l~ 462Ql. 
Telephone. (317) 636-3977. Send mail• 
ing lists to receive brochures to the 
Turtle Island Office, c/o Learning 
Alliance, 494 Broadway, NeWYork, 
.NY 10012: Telephone (212)226-71"71. 
(Send only self-adhesive, zip-code or
dered labels or5 1/4" or 3 1/4'' disks 
on "File-Maker Pro" llBM or Mac
intqshJ or "D-l3ase" [lBM1 programs.) 
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and raised beds. We'd like to get some of 
the youth program kids involved in the 
planning and renovation, and perhaps 
even raise enough money to pay them fQr 
their work. 

In addition, Green City has been asked 
to coordinate another Earth Block/Ciudad 
Verde for the Mission Economic Cultural 
Association's CARNAV AL '94. 

The Volunteer Network "matchmaking 
service" is gathering all kinds of radio at
tention of late, and calls have been 
steadily increasing. Teachers, groups and 
individuals of all persuasions are taking 
advantage of our ability to refer mem to 
now over 140 ecology organizations in 
need of help. Ambreen Husain, a Green 
City volunteer and Londoner on -an ex
tended vacation, has helped manage this 
onslaught by updating all of our partici
pating group listings. The Network is turn
ing out to be Green City's golden asset. 

The Green City Calendar is also bene
fiting from this upsurge in attention. 
Esprit Foundation provided us with the 
capital to redesign the format and include 
a newsletter. In addition to listings of 
where and when green deeds are being 
done, we now have headline stories 
ranging from "Green in the Tenderloin?" 
to home energy conservation, and a regu
lar feature column, the "Eco Rant. " The 
Calendar is becoming an especially valu
able tool for youth and school groups, 
and to those newcomer greens who 
haven't yet decided on meir eco-passion. 
Please ask for a complimentary copy if 
you're not on the mailing list. 

Ocean Berg is taking on the now out
dated Youth Volunteer Directory, a publi
cation Green City distributed last year to 
local schools. Ocean wants to redesign its 
format, update the information and liter
ally bring the directory into schools to 
show teachers how mey can best take ad

_e of 

- -
San Francisco Bay Area and Beyond is al-
nost sold out. Debbie Hubsmitl1 is making 
plan for a fuJh- updated -opp, · f, r 

-.aex - 3. 

Sabrina .Jferlo 

Slackers Go South 

W 
e·re talkin· laid back. We mean 
really laid back. Imagine a biore
gional Gathering-pardon us, a 

co11sejo, the Spanish word for council
where breakfast doesn't get underway until 
9:30, where tl1e 11:00 workshop just might 
happen if anyone bothers to show up before 
noori. In sho1t, a slacker's dream. 

Can't find this sort of fantasy congress 
north of the border. We've been to too 
many Gatherings where the New Age 
slave drivers had us out of bed at six, 
doing yoga for an hour before our vegan 
muffms and Roastaroma , '· reinhabiting our 
bodies" for cryin' out loud. Then work
shops, meetings, plenaries, you name it. 
Sure, some partying late at night (if you 
break the rules and sneak a bottle into 
camp), but, like, it's worse man work. 

This Mexican congress taught us mat 
being laid hack doesn't have to mean get
ting nothing done. I mean, when you strip 
away all of the droning on in our 
Gatherings , they come down to places 
where people recharge, share tales of suc
cess and failure, and make friends in the 
movement. The Mexican congress did all 
of mose mings, and one more besides: we 
spent a day in the nearby village of 
Machacapan, hanging out with campe
sinos who had never heard the B word 
[Bioregionall. We staged puppet shows, 
gave nutrition and health workshops , 
showed them how to compost, and talked 
about sustainable agriculture with people 
who work in the fields for $7 a day. 

Of course, there are always malcon
tents, and so in the mid-week plenary, one 
person criticized the Congress for para
chuting in and minking that a day in the 
village would change people's lives. We 
agreed, so we decided to try two days. It 
was a tribute to t11e organizers' flexibility: 

_ me schedule wasn't burdened with work
shops (workshops?), so changing plans 
was no hassle. Of course, after returning 
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to Machacapan-to a much warmer recep
tion, incidentally-we realized that even 
two days weren't enough. So to build last
ing ties, a few Mexicans invited me locals 
to visit meir nearby organic farm. 

We gringo innocents abroad were learn
ing how to be guests in another bioregion, 
amid another culture, in another language. 
As visitors, we were reticent with our criti
cisms, doling mem out in qualified phrasing 
only when pressed. One night around the 
campfire, a few Mexicans hounded us for 
our views about me group process. W~ll, 
we hedged, we do it differently in el Norte, 
but of course, our process may not exactly 
work for you, and, um, we are just observ
ing. "That's what pisses me off about you 
gringos," one said. "You never tell us what 
you 're thinking! Aren't we good enough 
friends that you can say?" So we said a little 
about consensus, about facilitation, about 
Caroline Estes steering a group of 200 
mrough dozens of decisions in an after
noon. "Al1, you must tell us more," they 
urged, so two gringos slackers staged an im
promptu bilingual workshop tl1e next day 
under the hanging jungle vines. Just as we 
craved the spontaneity of Latin time, they 
sought a bit more order and admired our in
escapable obsession witl1 process. 

All of this culture-crossing-between 
us and the Mexicans, the urban Mexican 
bioregionalists and the villagers-led to 
some telling incidents. On the first day of 
the consejo, we walked past ditches full of 
garbage on our way to a sacred Mayan site 
for the opening circle. Naturally, one of tl1e 
foreigners had tl1e bright idea: let's pick up 
me trash. The reaction was enthusiastic
more "Ho's" man a jailyard tool shed. So 
we cleaned up the roadside for the mile 
back to camp. Now that we'd done our 
good deed, many people were satisfied 
with the Band-Aid mey'd put on the prob
lem. Then it hit us: what do we do with all 
of mis trash? Landfills are few and far be-

Puppet Show on Recycling 

tween, recycling is available only in the 
larger towns. Suddenly, we understood the 
people who had dumped it by tl1e road in 
the first place. As an isolated act, cleaning 
me road may have been satisfying, but it 
was not part of a long-term, sustainable so
lution. Ideally, we would have worked 
alongside local people to pick up the trash, 
in the typical consejo style of processions 
complete witl1 music, flowers and dancing. 
We would have organized in tl1e town to 
create a viable recycling center, with the 
materials trucked to Veracruz, two hours 
away. So we saw that putting action in mo
tion without enough planning beforehand 
and follow-through later can be counter
productive, or at best ineffective. 

After a week of slacking south of me 
border, we felt pretty much at home, al
mough we were beginning to appreciate 
some of the order that we'd exported. 
Perhaps our next bioregional Gamerings will 
have a bit more of tl1e relaxed flavor that we 
experienced at tl1e consejo. And around me 
campfire, our Mexican guests will say tenta
tively, "Don't you think you're being a little, 
how do you say, uptight?" At that point, 
we'd call a consensus meeting to decide 
whetl1er we were too uptight. Slack on. 

Seth Zuckerman, Pam Mccann 
and Greg Suba 



•A 
Green City Pro

gram for the San Francisco Bay 
Area and Beyond by Peter Berg, 
Beryl Magilavy and Seth Zuckerman. 
90+ pps. This book is the culmina
tion of two years' work with more 
than 100 Bay Area organizations, has 
both visionary ideas and practical 
applications and is in its second 
printing with a new chapter on 
Green City Realities. It addresses 
ecological, socially responsible and 
sustainable topics ranging from 
Smart Transportation to Recycling 
and Reuse. $7. 

"Each chapter has a fable dra
matizing how citizen action can 
bring healthy change on a human 
scale. These, and visionary 'what's 
possible?' sections, bring the green
ing of cities within reach of ordinary 
people pursuing sensible goals upon 
which consensus should be possi
ble .. .its suggestions are valid and in
spirational for any city."-Ernest 
Callenbach, author of Ecotopia 

Reinhabiting a Separate 
Country: A Bioregional An
thology of Northern California , 
edited by Peter Berg. 220 pps. 
Essays, natural history, biogra
phies, poems and stories revealing 
Northern California as a distinct 
area of the planetary biosphere. S7 

"The Book serves as both a pio
neer and genre model...represent
ing a vital and widespread new 
ethos." - New Age Magazine 

RAISE THE STAKES 
BACK ISSUES 

RAISE THE STAKES 
t't•A. Plim-1".t (>rum R~wit>~ ----~ 

Uioregiun;il Culture 

• Bioregional CuUure, Raise the 
Stakes No. 21 (Spring/Summer 
1993). What is bioregional culture, 
and how is it realized? This issue 
of Raise the Stakes describes it as 
uniquely broad and intimate. 
Contents include Marni Muller's re
flections on the homeplace, and 
Stephanie Mills' soul-search on the 
Indian subcontinent. Other essays 
include a description of the battle 
of mythologies in the West, a 
bioregional sense of musical space 
in Alaska , and a bioregional cul
tu re Q&A. Circles of Corres
pondence features Oak Ridge 
Moraine on the shores of Lake 
Ontario, The National Water 
Center, The InterTribal Sinkyone 
Wilderness Council, and Oaxaca, 
Mexico; book reviews; bioregional 
directory updates; Planet Drum 
Pulse and Green City Report. $4. 

•Eco4,o ~ace II: Tbe 
Anatomy of the Shasta 
Bioregional Gathering, Raise 
the Stakes No. 20 (Fall 1992). 
An in-depth survey and explo
ration of the first Shasta Bio
regional Gathering in northern 
California from conception to real
ization including highlights, partici
pant reports and musings. Also 
sample bioregional gathering ob
servations/outlines from Toronto's 
first Bioregion Week and the fifth 
TIBC held in Kerrville, Texas. 
Inspirational accounts and pro
vocative critiques of the biore
gional movement , questioning 
rhetoric and processes of "con
gressing." A companion issue to 
RTS #18/19; together they provide 
an important tool for those plan
ning a gathering in their home re-

gion. S4. 
• Eco-Governance: Bioregional 
Gatherings, Raise the Stakes 
No. 18/19 (Winter 1991/Spring 
1992). Informative accounts of 
bioregional gatherings in British 
Columbia, the Cascades, the Great 
Prairie, Ozarks, Detroit, the Great 
Lakes, Ohio River watershed, 
northcenti-al Pennsylvania, and 
Italy. Also features special reports 
from indigenous groups in the 
Dakota Black Hills, Mexico, Costa 
Rica , and San Francisco in re
sponse to the quincentennial of 
Columbus' arrival; Peter Berg on 
"Post-Environmentalist Origins"; re
views, including educational maga
zines; bioreginal directory updates; 
PD Pulse; and news of the Green 
City Project. S5. 

• Exploring Urban Frontiers, 
Raise the Stakes No. 17 (Winter 
1991). Surveys unprecedented 
Green City achievements as well as 
some common frustrations. Green 
City planning from Paul Ryan's pro
posed "Eco-Channel" for NYC to 
eco-development in Brisbane, 
Australia. Also an interview with 
Richard Register on "Ecological 
Rebuilding and Evolutionary Healthy 
Future Cities", Patrick Mazza 's 
"Portland Needn't Be a Rainy Los 
Angeles", Paul Glover's 
"Greenplanning", Nelson Denman 
on reaching young people with 
Green City theater, Beryl Magilavy 
on urban recycling, Bruce 
Hinkforth's "Cities in Climax", Peter 
Berg on "Recreating Urbanity". and 
Doug Aberlty·s "Can Cities Really Be 
Green?" Reports from Lake Baikal. 
Hungary, the Latvian Green :\lm·e
ment, reforesting Barcelona, and 
Planet Drum's burgeoning Green 
City Center for San Francisco. PD 
Pulse, book reviews and more. $4. 

•Esrope. - _11N,-&weg.,.., 
Prospect, Raise the Stakes No. 
16 (Spring/Summer 1990). 
Articles by George Tukel on 
"Reinhabitation in Hungary", 
Thomas Kaiser's "The Difficulty of 
Dis-Covering Eastern Europe ", 
Green discussions for reorganizing 
along bioregional lines rather than 
as nation-states; new social inven
tions in P.M.'s "Planetary Wed
nesday Liberation Movement"; 
Ruggero Schleicher-Tappeser's 
"Ten Theses for Regional Eco
logical Development"; reports on 
the restoration of prehistoric sites 
in Catalunya and a glimpse of sus-

~tainable agriculture in Neolithic 
(New Stone Age) France by Marc 
Bonfils. Includes reports from 
Seitland, Ireland and the Italian 
Alps, directory updates, reviews 

:M:E:M:BERSHIP 
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Planet Drum Foundation 
P.O. Box 31251 
San Francisco, CA 94131 
Shasta Bioregion, USA 

One-year Membership (tax deductible) 
0 $20 
0 $25 (outside North America)* 

and poetry. S4. 
• North America Plus: A Bio
regional Directory, Raise the 
Stakes No. 15 (Fall 1989). 
Features an updated international 
bioregional directory with listings 
of over 200 groups, publications 
and regional contacts. The maga
zine section reexamines the impact 
of Columbus' "discovery" of North 
America." Articles by Kerry Beane, 
Darryl Wilson, and Andres King 
Cobos express native perspectives 
while Kirkpatrick Sale and Peter 
Berg consider the upcoming 500th 
anniversary from a reinhabitory 
standpoint. Also included is 
Richard Grow's popular and much 
reprinted essay "Decolonizing the 
Language of the Ecology Move
ment. " S4. 

• Borders, Raise the Stakes No. 
14 (Winter 1988/1989). 
Explores the importance of the 
concept of boundaries from a 
bioregional perspective. Features 
include an interview with 
Malcolm Margolin on "Walking 
the Border Between Native and 
Non-native Culture", Judith Plant's 
account of crossing a national 
border for the first extra-U.S. 
NABC, Dolores LaChapelle 's 
"Boundary Crossing" as a way of 
reconciling wilderness and civi
lization, Beryl Magilavy on return
ing nature to art and Stephen 
Duplantier on "Distance Disease. " 
Reports feature the Dominican 
Republic, a bioregional manifesto 
from the :\lediterranean Basin and 
Josep Puig· argument for a new 
border there. Poe·:,· br Jerry 
:\tanien. 3. 

•Nature in Cities, Raise the 
Stakes No. 13 (Winter 1988). 
Urban areas don't have to be dia
:ne::.ri,call,.· opposed to n.a.tural svs

te , _ . o.1.,,-~"'-'>C:"' 

"Cities Within Nature·, urban pol
icy issues and ecological practices 
are further pursued in David 
Goode's "The Green City as 
Thriving City" and Christine 
Furedy's "Na tural Recycling in 
Asian Cities." Doug Aberley dis
cusses Native American reinhabita
tion in "Windy Bay Journal", Brian 
Tokar reports on the Gulf of Maine 
Bioregional Congress, and Peter 
Garland looks at the musical tradi
tion of Michoacan, Mexico. S3. 

• Open Fire: A Council of 
Bioregional Self-Criticism, Raise 
the Stakes No. 10 (Summer 
1984). From about 70 persons, 
guest editor Jim Dodge selects rep
resentative gripes from Marni 
Muller, Bill Devall, Gary Snyder, 

Kelly Kindscher, and others. S3. 
• What's Happening to the 
Water Web?, Raise the Stakes 
No. 7 (Spring 1983). Highlights 
"The Water Web" special section 
with Donald Wooster's historical 
look, "The Flow of Power", and ar
ticles about the Columbia River 
Watch and terminal lakes. Plus re
ports from Euskadi and the 
Australian Big Scrub. Centerfold 
photo essay, "Songs of the 
Outback."S3. 

• Cities - Salvaging the Parts, 
RTS No. J. $3 · 

• Eco-Development, RTS No.2. 
$3. 

• Issues 1,4,5,6,8,9,11, and 12 are 
sold out. We can, however, make 
complete sets of Raise the Stakes 
available to libraries and archives. 

BUNDLES 

Amble Towards Continental 
Congress: A large two-sided poster 
evoking a bioregional overview of 
American history since 1492 that in
cludes a map of the biotic pro
vinces of North America. S4. 

Reinhabit the Hudson Estuary: 
The Hudson Estuary Bundle. 
Essays, poetry, graphics, poster 
compiled and produced by New 
York area reinhabitants. $10. 

Backbone-The Rockies: A six 
pan Bundle of ess:i, . poems jour
nals calendars and proposa.;.s 
the fr.I 

Watershed Guide & Living 
Here: A four-color poster with 
pamphlet evoking natural ameni
ties of the San Francisco Bav 

PERFOR,lUSCE\ 

Water Web is a 20 minute perfor
mance by Judy Goldhaft with 
words and movement that cele
brates water and describes our 
complex relationship to it. Live 
performances can be arranged 
through Planet Drum. Script is 
available for $5. 

BIOREGIONAL BOOKSTORE 

Proceedings from North Amer
ican Congresses (NABCs) II, Ill, 
IV. Includes essays, illustrations, 
poetry along with resolutions from 
the proceedings. NABC 11-S9; 
NABC III-$8; NABC-IV-S10. 

YOU TOO CAN EMULATE PLANET 
DRUM'S HAPPENING OFFICE STAFF 
(pictured here and on page 14). All t
sbirts are black, with the evocative 
Planet Drum Shaman in white and green 
on the frotlt, and the intriguing Green 
City logo in the same colors on the back. 
Price is $12.50 plus $2 postage and ban• 
dling. Available in sma(4 medium, large 
and extra-large. 

Planet Drum was founded in 1973 to provide 
an effective grassroots approach to ecology that 
emphasizes sustainability, community self-de
termination and regional self-reliance. ln associ
ation with community activists and ecologists, 
Planet Drum developed the concept of a biore
gion: a distinct area with coherent and inter
connected plant and animal communities, often 
defined by a watershed and by the ideas that 
have developed about how to live in that place. 
A number of individuals and communities have 
adopted bioregional stances - they have "rein
habited" their regions, they have chosen to 
"live in place" with the intent to restore, pre
serve and sustain their place in the biosphere. 
How about you? 

r---------------------------------------, 

Uecome a member of Planet Drum Foundation. 
Membership includes two issues of Raise the 
Stakes, at least one bonus publication, a 25% 
discount on all our books and bundles and ac
cess to our networking and workshop facilities. 

Help build a bioregional group in your area. We 
can help by sending a list of Planet Drum mem
bers there. To introduce your friends to biore
gional ideas, send us their names and we'll for
ward a complimenta1y issue of Raise the Stakes. 
Send us ten names and we'll mail you a copy of 
Reinhabiting a Separate Country for your effort. 

Send a report from your region to Raise the 
Stakes for publication in the Circles of 
Correspondence section. 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

POSTAL CODE 

I would like to trade (you name it) 
_____ for a year's subscription. 

I'd also like to make a $ ____ _ 
tax deductible donation to Planet 
Drum. 

I'd also like to make a$----,--
tax deductible donation to Planet 
Drum's Green City Project. 

*Foreign checks please include microen
coding number or else Planet Drnm is 
charged $10-$15 for cashing the check. 

ORDERS 
NAME 

ADDRESS 

Clw/STATE 
POSTAL CODE 

Please Send 
Number Item 

Subtotal 
Planet Dnim Members subtract 25% discount on publications 

SUBTOTAL 
In CA add residence county ____ .and local sales tax 

Postage & handling 
($2 for the first item plus $.50 each additional) 

FINAL TOTAL 

Price 

+ 
+ 

Planet Drum 
P.O. Box 31251 
San Francisco 
CA 94131, USA 
Shasta Bioregion 

Foreign 
checks please 
add microen
coding rn1m
ber or else 
Planet Drum 
is charged 
$10-$15 for 
cashing the 
check. 

L __________________ J L---------------------------------------J 
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